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Abstract

The concept of a United States National Seismograph Network (USNSN) dates back
nearly 30 years. The idea was revived several times over the decades, but never funded. For
example, a national network was proposed and discussed at great length In the so called Bolt
Report (U. S, Earthquake Observatories: Recommendations for a New National Network,
National Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 1980, 122 pp). From the beginning, a national
network was viewed as augmenting and complementing the relatively dense, predominantly
short-period vertical coverage of selected areas provided by the Regional Seismograph
Networks (RSN's) with a sparse, well-distributed network of three-component, observatory
quality, permanent stations. The opportunity finally to begin developing a national net-
work arose in 1986 with discussions between the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Under the agreement signed in 1987, the NRC has
provided $5 M in new funding for capital equipment (over the period 1987-1992) and the
USGS has provided personnel and facilities to develop, deploy, and operate the network.
Because the NRC funding was earmarked for the eastern United States, new USNSN station
deployments are mostly east of 105°W longitude while the network in the western United
States is mostly made up of cooperating stations (stations meeting USNSN design goals, but
deployed and operated by other institutions which provide a logical extension to the
USNSN}.
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Executive Summary

This document represents the Final Report to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) under an agreement to develop the United States
National Seismograph Network {USNSN). This report consists of three parts: a brief descrip-
tion of the USNSN, a status report of the deployment of network field stations, and a tech-
nlcal summary.

The salient point of this report is that, although the network deployment is not yet com-
plete, the USNSN has already provided the basis for major advances in seismic data record-
ing, data processing, and data exchange within the United States. Through these advances,
USNSN has had and will continue to have, positive and significant impacts on seismology
in this country and abroad. Some significant e_xamples are given below:

Advance: The first extensive and non-military application of satellite telemetry for the
routine, operational transmission of seismic data.

Impact: This avoids dependence on costly and vulnerable land lines, gives flexibility in
siting field stations, and provides data in real-time to a central processing
center.

Advance: The use of well-callbrated, modern, broadband selsmometers with hlgh
dynamic range digitization in a continental-sized array.

Impact: This provides data of the widest possible frequency and amplitude ranges for
location and quantization of seismic sources, and for the study of Earth
structure,

Advance: The improvement of the data processing facilities of the National Earthquake
Information Center (NEIC).

Impact: Among other things, the NEIC can now carry out automatic analyses of
incoming seismic data streams and provide on-line locations and magnitudes
of seismic events at all distance ranges.

Advance: The use of satellites for the two-'.vay transmission of seismic data.

Impact: The USNSN can provide the facilily for the exchange of data between a national
center and regiolml networks, and between regional networks themselves.

Finally, and most Importantly, the USNSN Is providing tile technical foundation and
stimulus for the development of a cooperative National Seismographic System. This is a
concept under which the national network and regional networks are linked and work to-
gether to improve the timeliness, quality, and scope of earthquake information for the sci-
entific community and for the public in general,
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The USNSN is a reality. Field stations, the satellite masie_ Earth station, the data pro-
cessing facilities are all up and operating today. The installation of all of the field stations
has not been completed, but the needed equipment is purchased and its deployment is well
underway. Other cooperating stations, not part of the original plan, are Joining the network.
All of the major technical problems have been met and overcome. The USGS is proud of its
achievements in the USNSN project and we look forward to extending the application and
capabilities of the network beyond its original goals. However, we recognize that nothing
could have been achieved without the generous cooperation of our seismological colleagues
in the United States, and without the sustained s11pporl and enlightened management of the
officers of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. To these individuals we express our sincere
and deep gratitude.
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United States National Seismograph Network

by Ray Buland

Introduction

The concept of a United States National Seismograph Network (USNSN} dates back
nearly 30 years. The idea was revived several times over the decades, but never funded. For
example, a national network was proposed and discussed at great length in the so called Bolt
Report (U. S. Earthquake Observatories: Recommendalions .for a New National Network,
National Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 1980, 122 pp). From the beginning, a national
network was viewed as augmenting and complementing the relatively dense, predominantly
short-period vertical coverage of selected areas provided by the Regional Seismograph
Networks {RSN's) with a sparse, well-distributed network of three-component, observatory
quality, permanent stations. The opportunity finally to begin developing a national
network arose in 1986 with discussions between the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Under the agreement signed in 1987. the NRC has
provided $5 M in new funding for capital equipment (over the period 1987-1992) and the
USGS has provided personnel and facilities to develop, deploy, and operate the network.
Because the NRC funding was eamlarked for the eastern United States, new USNSN station
depIGyments are mostly east of 105°w longitude while the network in the western United
States is mostly made up of cooperating stations (stations meeting USNSN design goals, but
deployed and operated by other institutions which provide a logical extension to the
USNSN}.



USNSN Design and Implementation

The USNSN was designed, with extensive Input from the seismological community and
Industry, to serve the purposes of the National Earthquake Information Service (NEIS), the
NRC, and the seismological research community. The goals that evolved were to provide
highly reliable, highly linear, real-time, three-component, well calibrated, broadband, on-
scale monitoring of moderate to large earthquakes at local, regional, and teleselsmlc
distances. In short, tile USNSN was intended to apply observatory quality Instrumentation
to continental scale seismological problems (In real-time).

During 1987-1989, the USNSN was planned, specified, and underwent a lengthy
competitive procurement process, including rigorous production sample testing. Equipment
for the field, telemetry, and the central control and processing system was selected. During
1990, hardware was delivered and development was begun on the critical system integration
software. The USNSN became operational and was dedicated In April 1991. Since then, ex-
tensive work has been done on stabilizing the real-time processes, enhancing functionality,
deploying field equipment, and adding cooperating stations,

The USNSN is based on the following hardware:

I. In the field, Guralp Systems CMG-3 seiamometers and CMG-5 accelerometers
are interfaced with a six channel, 80 sample/s, 24-blt Quanterra station
processor. There Is no local data storage except processor buffer memory, The
principal band of Interest is from 200 s to 30 Hz.

2. Telemetry is provided by a Scientific Atlanta Ku-band, time division multiple
access {TDMA}, very small aperture {satellite) terminal {VSAT) system. A
VSAT connects each station processor to the master earth station (MES}
located at the National Earthquake Information Center {NEIC} In Golden,
Colorado via the GE K-2 geosynchronous telecommunications satellite using
the X,25 conmaunicatlons protocol.

3. The network processor system at the NEIC runs on four Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC) laVAX 3000/4000 32-bit microcomputers (under the VMS
operating system) configured as a local area VAXcluster. Scratch storage is
provided by two System industries Clustor i!l multi-ported disk subsystems.
The network processor receives X.25 data from the MES via Slmpact
coprocessors. Archival data storage Is provided by an Aquldneck Systems
write once optical disk Jukebox.

USNSN Software Architecture

The USNSN components are Integrated together by USGS supplied software which ex-
tends from the seismological processing In the field to all network processor functionality
at the NEIC. In the field, USNSN station processors generate data streams at rates of I, I0,
20, 40, and 80 sarnples/s from six analog to digital conveners. The I sample/s "long-period"
data are transmitted continuously with a lag of 120 s. The 40 sample/s "broadband" data are
transmitted for events {from either the selsmometers or the accelerometers depending on
amplitude). The 80 sample/s "high frequency" data are transmitted from the accelerometers
for accelerations exceeding I00 lag, Event detection Is done In the frequency domain using a
fixed point FF'T algorithm, Data are divided into USNSN/RSN telemetry packets in the
USNSN compression format for transmission,



The network processor automatically estlnmtes phase arrival times and locates events.
Event associated phase and waveform data as well as conthmous long-period and high fre-
quency event data are stored In the on-line data base. Comprehensive review and analysis
tools are available for tile NEIS analysts. The data base Is designed to support waveforms
with asynchronous timing, different sample rates, different numbers and types of channels
per station, and to store data arriving In different binary data fomlats efficiently.

The network processor software has been designed to be very flexible, both In tenns of
load and capability. The nmlti-processlng design with automatic load balancing provides
redundancy and handles the highly variable (and rapidly growing) real-time load. A multi-
programming implementation with extensive lnterprocess (and lnterprocessor) communica-
tion makes the functionality extenslble, In addition, the system Is self monitoring and self
repairing, Broadband and traditional short and long-period data already arrive in three
different protocols [raw synchronous, X.25, and TCP/IP) and In four different formats (raw
synchronous and two dialects of USNSN/RSN telemetry format--one exchange format Is
pre-processed Into USNSN/RSN telemetry format before entry into the system proper). The
front end software treats each type of data separately to maximize capability and then re-
duces all data to a common format to nmke data differences transparent io subsequent pro-
cessing. Support for additional protocols and {if absolutely necessary) formats can be added
as needed.

Current Network Status

There are currently nine USNSN stations located at Golden, Colorado (GOL; the USNSN
prototype); Mon[ Chateau, West Virginia (MCWV); Chapel Hill, Norlh Carolina (CEH);
Albuquerque, New Mexico (ALQ); Topopah Springs, Nevada (TPNV; In cooperation with the
Souttlern Great Basin Seismograph Network [SGBSN]); Mineral Point, Wl_onsin (JFWS; in
cooperation with St. Louis Universlly using STS-1 sensors); Wichita Mountains, Oklahoma
(WMOK); Mount Ida, Arkansas {MIAI_; and Caribou, Maine (CBM). Although stalion deploy-
ment has been slow due to various slarl-up l)robiems, these difficulties have been overcome
without conll)rolIHslng the technical capability of the system and field work is continuing
as rapidly as nlanpower, bridget, and weather permit. The locations of these stations are
shown tn figure 1 by the circles.

There are currently eight cooperaling USNSN sIalions located at tlarvard, Massachllsetts
(ttRV; with Harvard University); Cathedral Cave, Missouri (CCM; with the Incorporated
Research Institutions for Seismology [IRIS] and Saint t,ouls University); Isabella, California
(ISA; with tile California Institute of Technology); Adirondack, New York (RSNY; USGS op-
erated Regional Seismic Test Network [I_'I'N] station); Black ttllls, South Dakota (RSSD;
USGS operated RSTN); Tucson, Arizona (TUC; with IRIS and the University of Armona);
Columbia College, California (CMB; with tile Utllverslty oi California at Berkeley), and
Whlskeytown Dam, Calll'omia (WDC; with Berkeley]. These stations fall into two broad cate-
gories: IRIS/IRIS-like and "other". The IRIS-like stations depend upon custolll coding pro-
vlded by ,Joe Stelm of Quanterra to send data of interest In the USNSN transmission fommt.
At the "other" stations, digital data streams from broadband sensors have been interfaced to
a USGS developed, DEC I.,SI-11/23 based station pr_essor which emulates most functions of
the USNSN stations. The locations of these cooperating stations are shown In figure 1 as
squares.

Figures 2-4 Illustrate some of the capabilities tills network has already demonstrated.
Figure 2 shows short-period filtered broadband recordings of the recent magnitude 3.6
Oklahoma event recorded on liew USNSN statloim in the Midwest, The rapid reporting of
this felt earthquake was greatly facilitated by the enhanced coverage. Figure 3 shows raw
broadband recordings the destructive magnitude 7.0 tsunamagenlc Nicaraguan event and a
magnitude 5.5 aftershock. This striking evidence for a very unusual source time function



was available from half a dozen stations within minutes of the earthquake. Figure 4 shows
(filtered) short and (raw) long-period recordings of the destructive magnitude 7.5 tsunama-
genic Indonesian event at PKP range. The availability of calibrated long-period information
from each USNSN site has greatly improved the rapid reporting of surface wave amplitude
information.

Planned USNSN Deployments

USNSN deployments by Spring of 1993 are being planned for Dugway, Utah (DUG; with
DARPA); Battle Mountain, Nevada (BMN; with the SGBSN}; Godfrey. Georgia (GOGA);
Standing Stone, Pennsylvania (SSPA; with Pennsylvania State University using KS-36000
sensors}; Newport, Washington (NEW); Lakeside, Connecticut; Murphy, North Carolina; and
Blacksburg, Virginia {BLA, with Virginia Tech). These stations are also shown on figure 1 as
circles. Cooperating stations planned for addition to the network through Spring of 1993 in-
clude the San Andreas Observatory, California (SAO with Berkeley); Cumberland Plateau,
Tennessee (RSCP; USGS operated RSTN, now being revived); Boulder, Wyoming (BDW; using
Deployable Seismic Verification System [DSVS] equipment); and LaJitas, Texas (LTX; with
the U. S. Air Force), These stations are also shown on figure I as squares.

The USNSN is projected to grow to approximately 60 stations spanning the contiguous
United States. Plans to improve this coverage and to extend it into Alaska, Hawaii, and
Puerto Rico will be pursued as funding permits, in addiiion, arrangements to exchange
subsets of event detected waveform dala with both the Canadian and the Mexican Natiohal
Seismograph Networks have been made as well as arrangements to acquire data retrieved by
telephone ("gophered") worldwide by the IRIS Data Management Center in the first hour
following an event. Because of the type and quality of the instrumentation and the network
distribution, greatly enhanced by the highly cooperative nature of the project, the USNSN
has a research potential for new studies on regional and continental scales which is
unprecedented.

The National Selsmi¢ System

The monitoring capabilities of the USNSN are greatly enhanced through the seamless in-
tegration of USNSN, cooperating USNSN, and RSN data at the NEiC. There are currently 103
short-perlod verticals, 7 long-period verticals, and I three component long-period station
coming into the USNSN data base from the so called U. S. Seismograph Network (USSN).
These data are subsets of the various RSN's which are digitized at the RSN processing centers
using USGS hardware (12-bits at .-20 samples/s), and transmitted via telephone lines to the
NEIC. The routine use of these combined data sets is the first concrete manifestation of the
proposed National Seismic System (NSS). The current "NSS" network is shown in figure 5
(with the USSN stations denoted by open triangles).

The next phase of NSS implementation in the USNSN context is to facilitate communica-
tions between the USNSN and the RSN's and among the RSN's. To this end, VSAT's have been
installed at Memphis State University, Menlo Park, Caltech, Saint Louis University,
Berkeley, the University of Kentucky, and the University of Utah. Additional installations are
planned at the University of Washington, the University of Nevada at Reno, Boston College,
and Columbia University (Lamont) by the Spring of 1993. Although not strictly RSN°s, similar
installations have been made at Harvard University and at NRC headquarters. USNSN sta-
tions installed (or to be installed) will provid_ similar connectivity for the University of
North Carolina, Virginia Tech, and the University of South Carolina. At each of these sites,
RSN triggered short-perlod data will be sent to the NEIC and/or USNSN data of interest (and



possibly RSN data from adjacent networks) will be transmitted back in near real-time. Thus,
the RSN component of the USNSN data base will continue to grow in volume and importance,
including data at higher sample rates and from more stations. Nodes in this USNSN-RSN
communications network are shown in figure 6.

In addition, USNSN satellite communications is being applied to the task of providing
high quality, low cost, digital data communications from RSN field sites to RSN data process-
ing centers. For example, data from the cooperating USNSN station HRV is already being
"looped back" in real time to Harvard University. Similar links are being developed at Saint
Louis University and are planned for Caltech, Berkeley, and Boston College. Also, the USNSN
will act as a communications provider for one or more RSN sub-networks from the field to
the respective institutions for Memphis State University and the University of Nevada at
Reno (shown on figure 6 as diamonds). Additional links of this khld are planned for Saint
Louis University and Lamont.

Data Distribution

Data distribution in the NSS context is (near) real-time and is in the USNSN/RSN
telemetry format. A near-real-time satellite broadcast distribution of all broadband event
data is still under discussion and would be in the same format. The data will also be avail-
able in the SEED format both by Internet access (using the Federation of Digital
Seismograph Networks Data Request Manager standard now being developed) and CD-ROM
distribution.

Acknowledgment
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Status Report of Deployment of Network Field Stations

Installed Stations as of February 1, 1993

On February I, i993, ten USNSN- or USGS-ol)erated broadband stations and nine cooperating
broadband stations were [ral|Sllllltlng wtlveforlllS lo Ille tnaster station.

.............................. +NSN stations ...............................................................c00perat+!ng.S,_tlons

ALQ Albuquerque S¢,lstl|o. I,_it). NM [_W06 t]oulder Array WY

CEH Chapel 11111 NC CIIM Carlbml ME

GOL Bergen Park CO CMB Cohambla CA

MCWV Mont Chateau WV }IRV }tarvard Observatory MA

MIAR Mr. hta AR I_ l_l/)_'.lla CA

NEW Newport WA JI,'WS Mineral Pollll Wl

_NY Adlroildack RS ()l)s. NY I/I'X l,_ljllas TX

RSSD I_tlack" 1lllls RS OI)s, SI) 'rtJ(_ 'l'llcs.on AZ

TPNV Topapah Springs NV WI)C Whlskeytown CA

WMOK Wichita Mountains OK
.............. iiii ii I ii i i i 7 .... +; ..... ........... ii I/III]II:UI[/ + J

t

Stations to be installed in calendar year 1993

At least the following ten USNSN and llitlt" coopt'rating broadband statlons will be installed
during ;e remainder of 1993. SaleIIlte telemetry will als¢_ be Installed at mweral regional
network centers.

Stations

AAMB Ann Arbor borehole MI CCM Cathedral Cave MO

BINY Blr_hamton NY COR Corvalik-_ OR

BMN Battle Mountain NV ELK Elko NV

DUG Dugway U'l" KNB Kanab UT

GOGA Godfrey GA MNV Mina NV

LBNtt Lisbon NH Ottawa {data exchange) ON

LSCT Lakeside (Yl" OXF Oxford MS

MYNC Murphy NC SAO San Andreas Geophy. Obs. CA

WVOR Wildhorse Valley OR SSPA Slandlng Stone borehole PA

YSNY Yorkshire NY
-_ : ..... : : ....... . : _ _l... : : Ill' l[ I /1 Ill, I [ Ill I, I ' IIllll Jllll I _l_
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Stations to be installed after calendar year 1993

Equipment has been purchased or funded for the following planned sites of the NSS. The dates
of installation depend upon the delivery of the hardware.

NSN Stations Cooperatln_tations

ALl} Alabama AL

BLA Blaclc_sburg borehole VA

DEI} Delaware DE

H_ Hockley TX

IAI} Iowa IA

ILl} Illinois IL

IN I} Indiana IN

KS I } Kansas KS

ND 1} North Dakota ND

MN I} Minnesota MN

OSOII Columbus Ol I

RII} Rhode Island RI

TUL Leonard OK

13
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United States National Seismograph Network
Technical Summary

17 November 1992

Introduction

As of mid-December,1989, signed contracts were finally in place for all major
components of the U. S. Nattonai Seismograpt' Network (USNSN). These include: 1)
seismometers, 2) station processors, 3) satellite telemetry, and 4) network processor.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the placement and interconnection of these elements, The
detailsof interfacing between critical subsystems was fin_ized with the vendors in January
1990. Interfaces of particular concern include: 1) seismometer to station processor, 2)
station processor to telemetry subsystem, and 3) network processor to station processor
(via telemetry subsystem) control of absolute timing. A prototype USNSN station was
installed in Bergen Park, Colorado (GOL) m May 1990. Network processor integration
and the USGS supplied portion of the station processor software were well enough
developed to begin operation of GOL in test mode utilizing the full USNSN data path by
October 1990. Meanwhile, plans for auxiliary subsystems including: 1) field site
t_reparation, 2) field site power, 3) network status display, 4) archival mass storage, and 5)

ata distribution were being finalized. The first two prcxluction stations were deployed in
March 1991 at Mont Chateau, West Virginia (MCWV) and Chapel ltill, North Carolina f
(CEH).

At this point, further station deployments were suspended pending the resolution of
performance problems introduced into the seismometers its a result of modifications
requested by the USGS to optimize interfacing with the station processor, After several
iterations, we are confident that all problems have been resolved and new deployments

began in July 1992. Meanwhile, significant progress has been made at the network controlcenter, located at the National E_hquake Information Center (NEiC) in Golden, Colorado.
A preliminary, version of a very flexible, very ambitious multi-programming/multi-
processing software system was d'emonstrated in April 1991, This system handles all data

acquisition and processing functions for traditional short peritx.l vertical stations telemetered
to the NEIC from the various Regional Seismograph Networks, USNSN stations, and
cooperating USNSN stations, The network processing system was promoted from test to
operational status in August 1991 and operated in parallel with existing Earthquake Early
Alerung Service procedures until it became the primary system in December 1991. Support
for long-period data was added in January 199_ and the integration of the broad-band data
was completed in February 1992.

At the same time a fourth USNSN station at Albuquerque, New Mexico (ALQ) was
added in January 1992 using borrowed STS-1 seismometers (a configuration which was
duplicated for the cooperative station at Mineral Point, Wisconsin (JFWS)). Support for
older IRIS-hke Quanterra stations was completed in Februtu'y 1992 with the addition of the
Harvard, Massachusetts (HRV) IRIS station. Support for the newer style iRIS-like

17



Quanterra systems was completed in April 1992 with the addilion of the Isabella, California(ISA) Terrascope station. Subsequently, Berkeley stations with similar station processors
at Columbia College, California (CMB) and Whiskey'town, California (WDC) were added
to the network. Support for the IRIS- 1 systems was also completed in April 1992 with the
addition of the Cathedral Cave, Missouri (CCM) station. Support for the IRIS-2 stations
(via the IRIS GSN Data Processor subsystem) was completed in March 1992, and was
tested at Tucson, Arizona (TUC) in September 1992, Support for the USGS operated
RSTN stations was completed in July i992. During the summer of 1992 a cooperative
station was added at Topopah Springs, Nevada (TPNV) using CMG-4 sensors.
Production USNSN stations have been deployed at Mount Ida, Arkansas (MIAR), the
Wichita Mountains, Oklahoma (WMOK), and Caribou, Maine (CBM), Currently, data is
being received from 97 short period and 8 long period, Regional Seismograph Network
stations. In addition, three component data is being recewed from 17 broad-band stations.
Acquisition software for all planned USNSN and cooperative USNSN station
configurations has now been written and tested, New stations of the types already
addressed can be added, with complete calibration information, in an hour.

Data from all sources is integrated seamlessly into a common database. Archiving
on optical disk has been partially automated, The loopback of data from a c_)perating
station to the cooperating institution was completed in March 1992. The distribution of
selected wavefor3ns to a c(×_perating institution was demonstrated in April 1992 and
became full,,' operational in October 1992. l_xx:alaccess to the data for routine waveform
processing was implemented in September 1992. Although much remains to be done,
nearly all of the planned LISNSN functionality has been provided in at least a minimally
acceptable form. The major exception is that additional forms of data distribution
(described below) including network access, satellite broadcast, and CDROM have yet to
be addressed (lcx3kfor progress in the winter of 1992). Considerable work has been done !
on telemetering regional seismograph network (RSN) data and support in this area should
be available as needed,

In the foliowit_g, the technical details of each element of the USNSN will be
discussed, including information on interfacing other seismological equipment to the
USNSN satellite telemetry system. Also, some sample waveforms from USNSN and
cc_:_peratingUSNSN stations have been included to give the reader a feeling for file type of
data being collected, A deployment plan is presented in Attachment A and is described
briefly below. Attachment B describes ,he USNSN telemetry format which has extension
for other types of data which rnight be telemetered via the USNSN system. The USNSN
standard time ccxle and USNSN data compression algorithm are described in this section.
Note that several small, but significant changes have been made in the header fonuat since
the last edition of this dcx:ument, In the following, the first four sections describe the major
elements of the USNSN system from the sensors to the central processing system.
Sections one through three describe elements of the USNSN field system (shown in the
block diagram in figure 2 for reference). Sections three and four describe the major
elements of the central prcx:essing system (section three describes the telemetry system
which links the field and central site equipment and so is part of each), Sections five
through sc,,en describe auxiliary central site functionality. Section eight discusses the
overall integration strategy in general and the network processor software architecture in
particular, Sections nine and ten discuss other field site issues. Sections eleven through
thirteen discuss the details of various interfaces, Section fourteen describes the sample
wavefornl data, section fifteen discusses deployn_ent plans, and section sixteen discusses
interfacing other seisrnological equipment to the USNSN telemetry system.
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1. Seismometers

Seismometers are being supplied by Guralp Systems Ltd. The high-gain sensors
are a version of the CMG-3 seismometer with custom modifications made to meet specific
requirements of the USNSN and are available in both surface mounted and borehole
configurations. The low-gain sensors are essentially a stock version of the CMG-5
accelerometer, which will be surface mounted only. The high-gain sensors have the
following characteristics:

1. Each component is completely independent, is housed in a cylindrical pressure
jacket 7.5" tall (5.9" for the horizontals) and 3.25" in diameter, and weighs 8 lb. At each
site, up to three sensors are connected with a single feedback electronics (FBE) module
which mediates all interconnection with the outside world and manages control functions
by means of a CMOS microcomputer. The FBE provides isolated ground, DC/DC power
regulation and distributes power to the sensors. For each sensor, the FBE provides one
differential signal output and one single ended mass position output. The FBE accepts one
single ended calibration input as well as control inputs for mass centering and calibration
enable. A single mass centering control line enables recentering of all three sensors.
However, recentering will only be performed for sensors for which the mass is further
from center than about 10% of full scale. A separate calibration enable is provided for each
sensor. The calibration signal will be passed to the sensor which is currently enabled.
Mass unlocking and centering are implemented by means of internal motors and can be
initiated by switches mounted on the FBE. Mass unlocking will only be performed during
maintenance visits. All control functions may also be performed via appropriate software
on an IBM PC compatible computer interfaced through an RS-232C asynchronous port on
the FBE. Control is asserted by +5 V logic levels. The subsystem is powered by an
external, unregulated 24 VDC (20-28 VDC) supply and draws less than 3 W. Power is
surge protected and regulated within the FBE.

2. The sensor is based on a leaf spring design with capacitive position sensing and
electromagnetic force feedback, The sensor response in the feedback loop is proportional to
acceleration at long periods with a sensitivity of 72(X)V/m/s2 and is proportional to velcx:ity
at short periods with a sensitivity of 150() V/m/s. The feedback operates over the
frequency band 0-30 Hz with the crossover between acceleration and velocity occurring at
,031 Hz. Outside the feedback loop, a one pole high pass AC coupling filter with a corner
at .(X)5Hz and a two pole low pass anti-aliasing filter with a corner at 30 Hz are applied to
the feedback loop output to form the seismometer output. In addition, a jumper selectable
amplifier has been provided outside the feedback loop with a gain which increases linearly
with frequency above 1 Hz. When selected, this amplifier will artificially limit dynamic
range so that the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) can resolve signals near the sensor
noise floor at high trequencies. The sensor outputs are balanced with range of +10 V (:t:20
V across the differential circuit). The mass position output is flat to acceleration in the
frequency band 0-.03 Hz. Calibration is accomplished by injecting the calibration voltage
through a calibration resistor into the forcing coils. The resistor has been selected so that a
5 V input results in an output of about 7% of full scale.

3. The noise floor, clip level, and dynamic range of the sensor are shown in dB
(relative to 1 m/s2) as a function of frequency in figure 3, The base figure was prepared by
J. Peterson. Noise levels are equivalent peak estimates derived from RMS values averaged
over one third octave bands in frequency. The low noise model (LNM) is a composite
from the best stations in the world at their best, derived from the literature. The high noise
model is representative of noisy sites at their best and was derived from Global Digital
Seismograph Network (GDSN) data. Average peak values for earthquake signals were
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derived by H, Kanamori for sources tit 3()'. The higt, frequency, near field, peak

acceleration data was l_rovided by J. Stein]. The dashed lilies irl the nt_ise floor denote
inte_olation where tlae test data was relatively poor, The result of the optional
amphfication on the effective clip level at high frequencies is also shown by a dashed line.
Note that the numerical value of tile dynamic range is highly sensitive to the approximation
used to make noise and clip levels comparable and to the degxec (ff smcx)thing applied.
What is unequiv_al is that the sensc_ris cap.'d_le¢_fres¢_lvirjgearth nc_iseat a quiet site in
the band .03-10 ttz, is capable of well recording strt)llg sigr_als in the band .005-30 Hz,
and should not clip on any but the very htrgest events which arc at least 3()"away or events
of magnitude 5 or less at tiny distance (4q-with the opti_nal aml,liflcation I.

4, The sensors provide a linearity of at least 1()7 dl_ and a cross axis coupling of
no more than -62 dB (an upper limit due tc_the linearity of the shake table). They have no
observed sensitivity to nom_al fluctuations in atmt_spherit' pre.,,stJrc;ifltl the geomagnetic
field. A thermal change of at least 16"(' is required t_)drive the h_r_izosltalsensors from
zero to full scale. The themlal stability of the vertic_!s is _h_)tJtlive times better than the
horizontals.

In a borehole configuration, the CMG-3 sens_rs arc stacked vertically. The holelock
provides mechanisms for orienting and leveling the package.r,lsastallati_n is facilitated by a
DC winch.

"l'he low-gain sensc_rshave the f_llowing chaxactcl _tics:

1. Each component is completely indepczldcIit ,ttltt is h_uscd i!_ a cylindrical
pressure jacket, All three c_m_p_nents_re sealed in ;_larger cyli_tlric_tl e_cl_star'c 4" tall and
8.6" in diameter. The three c_mpon_'nt assembly weigt_s ') lb. "l'hc package has a single
differential output for each sensor. As for the high g_i_ se_s_r,, ot_e single ended
calibration input is passed to the sensor currently selected t_ _e (_ three calibrati_n enable
control inputs. Control is asserted by means of a +5 V l_._ic' level. Mass unl_:king is not
required and sensor offsets arc hulled at installati_)n tim,.' _)5_cle_:tricai trimming. The
assembly is powered by an external, unregulated 24 Vi)(' t2(1 21_ Vl)(') st_pply and draws
.45 W. Power is internally surge pr_tected a_)tl rc_,,l_latctl t_ H_t'a_ls_l a_tl is_late_l grot_nd
DC/DC converter.

2. The sensor is based (m a leal sl_riJ_g,t_,_tc l_ttl_t_c ttt'sif, t! "!'tic sells()r rcspt)nsc
in the feedback I_p is proporti_mal tc_acct'lL'r;.tli_,)ll _)vcr the frt'tluct_ 3 t_tntl {)_3() I lz with _
sensitivity of 1.0 V/m/s 2. ()utside the feedback 1_)_i_,_tt_ t_le l_w t_ass ;_nti-aliasing
filter with a comer at 35 tlz is applied t_ the fccdbt_ck h_l_ t_t_tl_t_tt_ t__rt_the acccler_meter
output. The output is balanced with ;_r;_lge {)t:!1[)V (:!2{_V :,:r_ss tt_: diffcrcnti:!] circL_it;
tOyield one half full scale outpt_t at an acccletitti_I+_t ) 2 g+ ('allhr_tti_t+ is ;lccot+lplished by
injecting the calibration voltage through a c+tlibtati_+_resi>+t_ri_t_ the lk+_'cingc_>ilst+t"the
selected sensor. A 5 V input results in an output _+fabt+ttt 5/1';_ _)1t+t_ll,,,c+tl¢+

3. The noise flt×_r, clip level, a_d dy_a_ic ra_gc ,,f lt_c ('_I{; 5 arc sh_wn alcmg
with the CMG-3 results in figure 3 using the s_t_l_capp_t,xii_a_tti_la,, N_te that the 2 g
design limit has been taken as the effective clil_ level. A dashetl lir_esh_)ws where the n_)ise
floor estimate has been extralx_latcd duc to relatively t_r tc_t tlat;i. N_tc that even with the
proposed CMG-3 m_xtification, the CM(;-3 and ('M(; 5 tlynzt_llc r,l_ges overlap by at least
80 dB in the range. 1-30 Hz. This overlap is i_te,a¢tctltt_x_aaketl_csclccti_m of high or low-
gain broadband channels for transmissi_)n during _ event detection reasonably
unambiguous (both high and low-gain lo_g perit_d c}lalillels will be transmitted
continuously).



4. The sensors provide a linearity of at least 66 dB and a cross axis coupling of no
more than -40 dB (again an upper bound due to the resolution of the test apparatus-a
different test than used above). They have no observed sensitivity to normal fluctuations in
atmospheric pressure and the geomagnetic field. The thermal sensitivity of the mass
position is, for all practical purposes, negligible.

2. Station Processor

The station processor, supplied by Quanterra, Inc., is a CMOS (low power) 68000
microprocessor based subsystem running under the OS-9 real-time operating system. It
includes: 1) 24-bit ADC's (one per seismometer input), 2) a precision clock, 3)
seismometer control and calibration circuitry, 4) real-time state-of-health (SOH)
monitoring, 5) 1.4 Mbytes of memory, and 6) four asynchronous RS-232C ports.
Software functionality provided by Quanterra includes: 1) drivers for all hardware devices,
2) the collection and decoding of all seismometer, SOH, and clock data, and 3) digital
filtering and decimation of the seismometer data. Software functionality provided by the
USGS includes: 1) data buffering, 2) event detection, 3) output queue management, 4)
absolute time monitoring, and 5) command acquisition and execution. The system features
an internal watchdog timer, the ability to force a system reset by a remotely generated break
signal, downloadable operating software, and the ability to synchronize absolute time with
remotely generated timing signals. The station proce._sor operates from unregulated 24
VDC (20-28 VDC) and draws about 21 W (in a six channel configuration). Internal surge
protection and isolated ground DC/DC power regulation are provided. All Quanterra
supplied software (exclusive of OS-9) is written in the Pascal higher level language and all
software supplied by the USGS is coded in C.

The three high-gain and three low-gain seismometer outputs are acquired by six 24-
! ,) ,1 3 '1' 'bit ADC s at 80 samples/s (sps), providing full power below a. 0 Ftz corner wtth less than

-80 dB aliasing in the passband (a three channel, high-gain only configuration is also
possible). The ADC's, implemented with an oversampling design, have a single
differential input with a 60 KE2 input impedance and more than 80 dB common mode
rejection. They have a worst case (at high frequency) equivalent peak noise (averaged over
octaves) of less than -143 dB (referenced to full scale) which improves to about-157 dB by
.05 Hz (note, it is the additional averaging which allows these numbers to exceed the
nominal dynamic range of the ADC output), a differential linearity (bit-to-bit consistency)
of 120 dB, an integral linearity (volt-to-volt consistency at constant temperature) of 80 dB,
and an absolute precision (over the operating temperature range) of 40 dB, The ADC's are
configured to produce output samples synchronized to less than llas (with a channel to
channel slew of about 601as).

Additional broadband channels are derived by digital filtering (with linear phase
FIR filters) and decimation to rates of 40 sps (full power to 15 Hz), 20 sps (full power to 7
Hz), and 1 sps (full power to .3 Hz). Aliasing is less than -80 dB in the passband for all
filters except the 1 sps channel where it is -130 dB. Also, a simulated short period channel
may be derived from any seismometer at a rate of 10 sps (for helicorder display). In
normal operation, the six 1 sps channels and optionally the helicorder channel will be
telemetered in real time. On an event, either the three high-gain or the three low-gain
channels will be telemetered at 40 sps. On a strong event, the three low-gain channels will
also be telemetered at 80 sps (yielding free field recordings for ground motions exceeding
about 100 _tg). The 20 sps data stream is provided for possible applications requiring
continuous "broadband" data. The output queue management provides a store-and-forward
capability with intelligent data pruning in the event of a telemetry outage.
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Thestationprocessor clock provides synchn,ni_d timing control for all ADC's and
maintains the time of day relative to the initiation of data acquisition, Its temperature
compensated oscillator provides stability of at least ,5 ppm/'C over the operating range of
the unit and can be trimmed over a rang_ of ±10 ppm to a resolution of .01 ppm under
software con_ol to compensate for drift, l'he cl¢_'k is capable of time tagging the leading
edges of positive going RS-232C level pulses with a duralitm of at least ! ms on an
external control line. Control lines arc available for delivering, 5 V logic levels (at i mA)
under program control to center the masses on the high gain sensors or to enable the
calibration signals on all sensors. 5 V step calibration sigz_als(at i()mA) can be generated

, '(for each set of sensor independently under program control The S )li hardware provides

signal conditioning and low rate (up ,(_ I sps) lnw resolution (8_bit)monitoring of the
external supply voltage, external and internal temperature, tile enclostlre d_r open/close
state, and the high gain sensor mass pe,_itions.

Three of the asynchronous RS-232(' p_rts im_vitle conlvnunications with the
telemetry system: 1) a "console" port for downloads and rctnote xnonitc_ring,2) a data port
for commands, configuration inft)nnati()n, alltl data, avid 3) it port dedicated to iclentification
information accompanying the extertml tinJing pulses. The fourth port can be used to
collect additional SOH inft)nnation from the pc)wer conditioning equipment (input side)
and/or to provide a real-time digital data stream for legal u_s'crs'(output side), Note that i
Mbyte of random access mem()ry (RAM)is the _)nly l(K',li storage medium available and
that telemetry is the only form of data dclivcxy tt_ the NI:II(,. 256 Kbytes of erasable
programmable read only menlc_ry (EI'R()M)arc available t_t_rrcsictcnt s_ftwarc with the
remainder of the memory being RAM dedicated tt_system tables. ,4 remote rcbtaH will be
initiated either by the watchdog timer _r by a break received c_nthe c_ms(fle pc_rt Only
s.oftware, modules which have be,:n itltcred tlt:.ett'' be dt)wnh_acted at t_M_ttithe (superseding
modules stored in FPROM). Stati_n prtwcss_r faiiurcs caw hc an:tlyzt'tt hy retnc_tely
downloading diagnostics. Sc_ftwarc is t_cing tlevel_l_ctl anti n/itilltailled using a
development system , c,ttcd at the NI!I The statit_u pr_ccs_r is housed ill all
environmental ench_surc which is stoical t_ withstat_tl humidity, t'_rr_si¢_r_, and thermal
extremes.

3. Telemetry Sttbsystem

The telemetry subsystctn, Stllq)licd !D, ,_cit'lltlt+iC Allitnli_, I_lt'., is i_ gcrlcral l_urpt_se,
bi-directional, host-to-h_>st, c¢m_putcr nctwt_rk iu a stay ctmfiguratit_r_ itnplcmev_ted by
means of a time division naultiple access ('I'I)MA), Ku+band (1.t+16 C;itz), very small
aperture telecommunicaticms (VSAT) satellite _+etwt+rk.A VSA'I' unit, includir+g a 1,8 m
(diameter) antenoa, feedhorn electrcmics, and ttt_cotlivlg anti control electronics, will be
located at each field site, All VSAT's ct_namtmicatc with and are c_)nlrc_llcd by a master
earth station (MES) located at the NI'_IC.The MI'S includes a 4.6 m al_tenna (with active
deicing), feedhorn electronics, up/down converter, upliHk rvl¢_tllalors, burst demtxlulators,
packet switch, and control/mc)nitoring equipmt'tlt, The network link budget is designed to
yield a bit error rate (with forward crrc_rcorn:ctic_t_)of 1()_ with 99.8% availability, All
communication traffic is further t;mt_ctltlt'"tl into a mt_tlil_iettX.25 proloct_! l_rovidiwg
multiple virtual circuits per VSA'I', flow ct_wtr_l, a!ltl error ttetcction and packet
retransmission. The corrected bit error rate is n_ higher thun 1()_,' The space segment is
being carried on the General l'_lectricK-2 satellite which is h_,uted ;it 81" west longitude iraa
gex)stationary (equatorial) orbit. Note that the K 2 Ku_bav_l f_tprir_t c_wers the ccmtincntai
U. S. only. Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands will bc covered by leased
service from other ccmmaunicaticms prcwidevs_



The MES handles inbound (field to NF,I(')a_d outbound (NEIC t() field)
communications on 56 Kbit/s channels, each requiring 2(X)Kllz (including guard bands)
of satellite transponder bandwidth. The MFS may be configured for tip to 14 inbound
channels and 8 out!x)und channels for an aggregate data rate in excess of i.2 Mbit/s. It
feature.s 45 W of uplink power and frequency agile upconverters (i,e,, the carriers can be
reprogrammed as needed). A block diagram of the MF,S equipment is shown in figure 4,
Each inbound channel may tu: shared by many VSAq's, each with a configurable priority.
TDMA slots may be dynamically alh)cated amc_ngcurrently active VSAT's to c_ptimize
instantaneous throughput. Each outbound channel may also be shared by many VSAT's,
each with a configurable priority. In addition, data traffic may be highly asymmetric with
VSAT's on up to eight inbound channels sharing tile same outbound channel. Further,
each VSAT supports multiple concurrent virtLJalcircuits. The MES can sLmppt_rttip to 5(X)
virtual circuits simultaneously. VSAT's at tlSNSN miteshave at least one virtual circuit
with a 2.4 Kbit/s guaranteed thn_tlghptit connected at all times, The MI:,Sct,umtlnicates
with the network processor by means c)f up to 14 ht_t ports, each supporting up tt_ 25h
virtual circuits under the i984 X.25 prot()col on a 5b Kbit/s synchrcmous c()nnectic)n,
Except tbr the antenna (which is passive)and feedhorn electronics (for which on-site
spares tire available), all critical MES cc)mrK)ncntsteature at|tomatic fail-over redundancy.

Each VSAT listens continuously to one outbound channel for control and data
inlk)nnation addressed to it and bursts data int_)one inbound channel using !,5 W of uplink
power during TDMA slots assigned t()it, Data t¢) and from the local user (the station
processor in this c_lse) is routed t() one of four RS_232C ports. For tile tJSNSN !
application, the VSAT software dc)wnh)aded at startup time implements a packet

assembler/disassembler (PAl)) pr()tocol ¢)nthn:c of the Dc_rtswith remote configuratic)n alldbreak generation capabilities us recommended by the X,3 and X,29 stantlartls, l:or
maintenance purposes, _he third port may be set for h_cal access as recommended by the
X.3 and X.2'8 standards. In tile PAl) configuration, each port is mapped to a seperate
virttml circtJit. The net res_Jll is that hi-directional data traffic on each port is effectively
independent, Each port may be configured independently for asynchront)tts
c()nlmunicati()ns at up to 96(X) ltautl, l lowevcr, the throughput is controlled by the MI,:S,
In practice, the aggregate thr¢)ughput of a VSAT is about 11 Kbit/s (due t¢)tile PAl)
software). The two X.29 ports are c()r_r)ectcdt() tile station processor data anti c()ns()le
ports with the data port configured fi)r ,_+bittransparent inbound conlnlunications.

The downh+aded VSAT software als()includes a task written fl+rthe tlSNSN which
collects and tbrmats (into ASCII) internally generated idcntitication intbnnatiotl related It)
hardware timing signals. This infomlati()n is _)utputvia tile tk)urth asynchn)nous pt)rt. The
hardware timing signals art; RS-232C level pt+l_cswith dur+_ti()nsof at least 4 ms which arc
generated on tile DSR (data set ready)pin of the same port every 12.96 s followi_g receipt
of a start-of-frame (SOl:) message by the VSAT. In other applications, this third RS-232("
port would typically also be configured amanother PAl) port. Under a different set of
downh)adable VSAT software, two of the p_)ns tan be configured for synctm)nous X.25
traffic at rates of tip to 19.2 Kbit/s each. In this case, the other two pons would not ustmlly
be used. However, one of tile remaining pc)rts could still be configured to supply the
ASCII timing infonuation as an asynchronous data stream.

The VSAT antenna is an elliptical plan, offset feed tlorn, parabolic design which
may be mounted on a king post set into the ground, bolted to a structure, or set on the n×)f
of a building using a n(m-penetrating base. P_ssive (hydrot)hc)bic coating) and active
deicing (electrical) are available, but full active deicing requires considerable power
(-lKW/ft_). The antenna, feed-horn electronics, and cabling are designed for
environmental extremes, l lowever, tile decc)ding and contr()l electronics are not. The
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VSAT may be o_rated on either AC or D(I. power, The DC,configuratton o_rate,' from a
2,1VDC (1i4-36 VDC) unregulated supply anddhows 128 W. The AC version draws 241
W, Active deicing will be configured to op,.=.,atefrom line AC only.

4. Network Processor

The network processor function is implemented on a local area network(Ethernet)
with four IaVAX 3(_0/4(X)0 processors supplied by the Digital _ulpment Corp. Each
processor features the full 32-btt VAX architecture, with integral virtual memory and
floating point support implemented with CMOS 1_i technology, and benchmarks at alxmt
3,1,1MIPS and .6 MFLOPS, All prt_essors nan under the VMS operating system and are
loosely coupled under local area VAXc!uster (LAVC) software. Each processor is
inde_ndently booted from a high _rfonnance local disk, but also has disk channel access
to a i'ead/write shared disk farm, The disk farm has been implemented.using two Clustor
ii! multiported controllers and cannily suplwJrls 6 high performance Fujitsu disk drives,
with an aggregate capacity of 6.4 Gbytes, all supplied.by System Industries Inc, Two
groups of two processors each (for redundancy) are dedncatext to two main tasks: I) data
routing and 2) on-line data analysis, The routing pr_essors acquire data from the MES

(and other sources) via multiple synct_ronous lines, running at 56 Kbit/s. The X.25prot_ol translation is handled by Simpact ICP co.prcgessors, Routing processors perform
automatic network monitoring and alarm functions, station processor downloads and
control, data buffering, and routing of data to the analysis processors, real-time displays,
archival storage, and other users us appropriate, The analysis processors perft|m| phase
picking and automatic earthquake k_ation functions, A block diagram of the netw_,rk
processor system is shown in figure 5.

Analyst access to the on-line database is by means of VAXstation II/GPX anti
VAXstation 3100 workstations also acquired from the Digital Equipment Corp. The
VAXstations feature the same architecture as the laVAX's with an LSI graphics co_
processor, a i9" color monitor, and a mouse. The graphics has a resolutton of 1024 x St'r4
pixels, can display 256 colors from itpalette of 1¢_million, and can draw vectors at it ntte of
1 Mpixels/s, t'he workstations also run under the VMS operating system and are part ofthe LAVC, but they access the shared disk farm via Ethernet (served by one of the
IaVAX's). The workstations are diskless, but alternate btx)t nt_:Jescan be configured for
redundancy. Five workstations are available to facilitate the quick handling of criticM alanu
events by the National Earthquake lnfonuation Service (NEIS) analysts.

'1 he networkprocessor equipment, exclusnve of the workstations° is housed in a
conditioned, raised flexor, computer room environment. The 5 tons of air cond_t_cning
currently available provides capacity for exlpansion. Power is distributed through a 2()()
KVA distribution panel. Critical e[luipment is poweredthrough a 20 KVA unintc_haJpt_ble
power supply (UPS) system which is backed up by a 125 K_A diesel generator _,'hile
the UPS system is dedicated to USNSN equipment, the generato" is shared with other
conlputer equipment and emergency building lighting.

5. Network Status Displays

Real-time network status is displayed in two ways: 1) plasma panels and 2)
helicorders. Four IBM 591 plasma panels provide (relatively) flat, wall mounted,
monochrome (orange on black), 17", gr:,pt_ics displays with a resolution of 960 x 768

ixels each. They are easily readable and may be filmed or videotaped under 9orma!office
ghting conditions. The plasma panels display continuously updated station/epl,cellter

maps, waveforms, and related alphanumeric information. The network processor
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Figure l 1. USNSN network processor system
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comnlunicates with the plasma panels via a DEC LSI 11/23 10-bit micr(_omputer which
p_vi_s _phics intelligence, buffer memory, andinterfacing logic. In a_ition, selected,
digitally synthesized, shbrt and long _rk_ data are displayed in real.time on helicorders.
Relevant data is round from the network pr_essor to another LSI i 1/23 which buffers the
data, synchronizes timing, adds time marks, and synthesizes the helicorder inputs via

- ' timing is obtained from a Kinemetricsd!gital-to_analogue converters (I)AC s). Absolute
'lruetime WWVB 1_celver (WWVB is broadcast from Fort Collins, CO about 50 miles
away). The helicorder records are considered essential for quick visual assessment of
alarm events, monitoring _tential sensor problems, and for the edification of visitors and
the media,

6. Archival Mass Storage

An archival, dual drive, write once _ad many times (WORM), optical digital disk
autochanger (.jukebox) subsystem has _en supplied by Aquidneck Systems h,temational
(as wcll Asa compatible sifigle drive subsystem). 'lhe intelligent niicr_omputer based
controllers makes the optical _ives appear to be standard 9-track ta_ drive while still
!eking advantage of the random access nature of the optical disks, Ohce loaded into the
jukebox, disks may t_ mounted in either drive in an average of 7 s and numerous logical
ta_ images may _ accessed from each disk all without human intervention, Disks must

manually loaded into the single drive subsysten!, qlle jukebox, drives, and disks are
manufactured by the Sony Corporation. Each disk is capable of storing 6,8 Gbytes using
both sides (3,2 Gbytes fi_r the single drive subsystem), The jukebox has 5(} slots for
media and will hold"a total of 32(! (ibytes on line "Recording is done by heating an exotic
bi-metal substratc through a ix)lycar_)nate encapsulation wit'ha solid state laser to fi)nu an
alloy with a vc_, difk, rent reflectivity Bt'causc this recording metil(M is not ablative and
d(ws not employ an organic substrate, the pro!coted archive lifetime is at least I(X)years
(with a bit error rate no higher lhan 1(}_), 'ilw _tngle drive subsystem has been interfaced
directly witll the network im_'cs_or system fi_rarvhivinB dur!ng the developmt'nt phase.
For thelong lena, the jukebox is b,ging interfaced to a BVAX iI which will be clustered
with the NEIS VAX g35(!, The BVAX il will aCl as a massstorageserver l_th I_ Ihc
NEIS machine (via the cluster) and t_ the network prtwess_}r (via remote tape access
software ),

7, Data Distritmtion

Three diflcrenl methods of general data distributitm are being planned: 1) remote
access,2)satellitebroadcast,and 3)CDROM_ Inaddition,i(_'alaccessik)rresearchuse,
the!cu_pi_ackofdatafromctx_ratingstationsandRSN tomes,andprogrammedreal-time
_nnl.tcvpoint data distribution will be supported L{_al access wilinot be discussed
further as it is of !imsled interest to most users, lax}pback and point-to.point distribution
will be discussed In the last secti(')n, "Interfacing Other t_utpm, ent It) the VSA'I'", Rent(_te
access will be supponedprtmanly via public computer networks O_llhoughdml-up access
can be provided if the demand warrants). We will be conceutrating on making data
available through the lnternet (TCP/IP) and SPAN (DECnet), Remote access will be
isolated from the network prt_essing system pro_r, by utilizing the WAX 11mass storage
server, Easy access will be provided in near-real-time for recent events. This service =s
expected to _ prototy_d in the Winter of 1092_

Alth!)ugh remote access is the easiest and most obvious means of providing access
to the USNSN data, it is _so potcntiallycostly, time consuming, and awkward for the end
u_r due to the interactive nature of the Data Request Manager, particularly tf large amounts
of data are desired, A much more efficient alternative is to provide a 9,6.1_J,2 Kh|t/s,



unidirectional, broadcastsatellite channel which would be on the air full time. It is
estimatedthatall threecomponent,broadbandtrig_er",_ldatafrom theentire networkcould
be broadcast in this manner with _m left forcontinuous three component long period data
from a sub_t of the network as welt as bulletin type data. The tentative strategy would be
to transmit the bulletin data as stun as it is available and to transmit the ion_ I_ri_ data in
near-real-time, The triggered data would be queued for transmission as it ts received and
would be sent out as capacity bectmles available. Although data would typically be
available in ten or twenty minutes, it could be delayed for as much as a few hours in the
event of a large earthquake (and aftershock sequence). On the other hand, a very large
amount of data can be delivered over such a channel at a nominal cost, The channel
probably will _ implemented using a video channel sub-carrier and will hopefully be
available in i993. hiitial estinllttes are that _ceiving gear at each user site would cost $2.4
K, it is anticipated that each user will probably wish to parse the data and save only a
subset of iinmediate il_tcrest"for further pn_:essing. Of course, the user is free to keep

* ) _ l'J • oeyeD'thing if sufficient sit r,ige capacil_,'is h_lllly avaihlble (potentially 2{X)Mbytes/day).

The final method of data delivery, CI)ROM, is the least costly, nlosl convenient,
and most c_mprrhensive, th_wever, data will not h,: available toe several months after it is
collected. I. ellt only thlla would be ttistribuled in much the saiue way that data is currently
distributed from tile global digital stations. The CI)ROM's will adhere to the Sony-Phillips
hardware rect_rding s_t,tndard'' lind tile IS() 966(1 file structure. I)ata will be fi_rnlatted
accortling lt_ the inlerllatit_lially ath_plcd Standard tbr the I!xchange of Eitrthquake l_ata

,,; 7,
(Si,I,I)I. ()perati{_nally, lilt, data will be prepared ft_r di.,itribution using the analyst
w{_rk_tati_n interface amt transmitted over Fthernet to an IBM P(, based TMS Disc
Architect system lbr pre-nla.,itering, l_act!CI) holds tip to 65{1Mbytes and can be mastered

i and replicalrd in li ftrw week,_. A criteria for the selecti¢!ll of events t¢_be included ill the
C I)ROM ttJstrlbutl(m wlllbe d¢_,clol)cd ,ihmg the s,uuc lilies as the current global station
criteria. CI}R()M's _ll_tlltl be available beginliirlg in lt}t,t?l,

8. Sv._wm Intcgrctiion anti Nctu'_Jrk I'v_,_'c,_.v_r ,,'lr_'hitci"tur_'

The precctl_ng _et,li¢)liS ha_e ttescrlbctl the characteristics _f hardv,,are (anti

imbedded s_dlware_ ,,elec!ed lt_r tl_e ii_ the }!SNSN 'lhinsforiuillg thl_ equipment intt_a
w_rking sy.,,telil ha,, bee!_a inalter (_fb_th hardware anti .,,td'twareiJltcgr;ttitm. Integrating

i_ ' , +,. ttile field ctjtllpnienl hits beell 1| nlatter t_funit to.tlng, t'abllllg, la,,'iil_ _t_t tilt, sites civil
w{_rks, l_nwltling po_ver atld tit_iiilg, and itltt,rctmnectlng all t_f the eqt_ipnlcnt to illake ;i
w_trkillg _tatl_n 'l'he,,e issues will be tlisctls_¢d ill the t_llowin_ secli¢_ll,,. Intcgratilig the
central site hartl_,_,,irt' hits beeil a nlal{er _t_interc_ilnectirlg the iletwt)rk pnwesst_rs, multi _
p_rtcd tlisk_ n!a,,tc! earth _tatitm and the optical disk jtlkeb_x; cemfiguring each
sub,,ysl¢Iri In t_ur retlUirt'n_ent_;ensuring that _ttfl'icient ¢t_nttitit_ned(and backed tip power]
and air condititmiilg was available; and, ii_,,t importalltly, t_roviding custolu network
prt_:essor/statitm prt_.'essorsoftwa_ needt, d t_ *glue" all _f lht' conlr_oncnts together inlo i.I
functioning, coherent whole. In the lollt_v_in_, the tt_tis will be on the tSGS devch_pcd

t ti _t Ii t I ,t _ - I _ I I i I --_stiftvlap.'. '1hc network pmccssor and station pr_.:ess_r soltwarc arc very closely coupled
and so art, most conveniently discussed together.

The network/statitm processor sot'tware architecture has been designed to meet
'*S_ ' tUSNSN operational goals including: l) cradle.to.grave data handling (acqul,'ition

collection, organization, distribution, and archiving), 2) NI:.ISEarthquake Early Alerting
Service requirements (automatic real-time event tleteetion, arrival time estimation, and
earthquake lt_cation as well as analyst interfacing l_¢_rre-picking phases and re-locating
events), arid 3) support for other seisrl_oh_gicaldata. The software design has also beera
strongly inlqueliced bvliu._i!iary • r' , s. ri:tlUl!:nit;lit: for: I) reliability, 2) security, 3) efficiency.
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4) automation, 5) flexibility, and 6) maintainability. The design that emerged seeks to
meets USNSN goals in a multi-programming, multi-processing, automatic load balancing,
self monitor!rig, distributed database environment providing reliability, data security, and
flexibility. 'I hus far, most of the required functi_mality has been provided (though without
all of the bells and whistles) and the system is performing very well. Although the
USNSN concept requires automated data handling, additional features of the network
processor system are also being automated for reasons of reliability, timeliness, and
convenience. These features include the automatic starting and re-starting of USNSN
images, archiving, and most aspects c_fdata distribution.

A blc_k diagram of the netwc_rkpnwessor functionality is shown in figure 6. Data
flow is from the top to the bott_m. Software in the USNSN and RSTN (and to a lesser
extent the IRIS/GSN) statism pn_:essors is an extension of tile network processor front end
software. The data received via satellite enters the network processor through the Simpact
protcx:ol translator in parallel with t_lder USNt'T data (a subset of various RSN's which
has been telemetered to the NFI(' for decades). The USNET data is digitized in file field by
a "Phoenix" unit and transmitted via telephone lilies to I,Si 11/73 front ends and into the

VAX through a parallel interface (I)RII-WA). lhe NSNI(I process provides theinterface and distributitm naechanisvm_t'(,r the Simpact hardware. The DBCON process
interfaces to the tlSNSN database Between these pnx:esse, are the network dependent
"filters". The filters rationalize differences in sample rate, bits per sample, data format,
time keeping, etc. Below I)H('()N, all data is in a common format and all analysis tools
deal with all data in a consistent, unified manner. In the center, the automatic arrival time
estimation and eanhtluake It_'atltm ('I'RI(,I_R), the analyst interface (REWORK), the Nt.IS
bulletin preparation interlace (('LIi.I.), the earthquake and maintenance monitor
(MONITR), and a bit of the data distribution system are shown as well as an outline of
some elements c_fthe database system. Around the periphery, the shaded boxes show
other processors performing various functions. From left to rigtat they are a regional
network processor ct_-Ic_cated with the NtilC' (Southern Great Basin Network), the
helicorder display pn_ecsst,r (i)A(',I), the NI'IS bulletin preparation system (NEIS), and
the plasma panel l_nVccss_r+

The enc_rmous capability of this system is just beginning to be realized. The speed,
reliability, and convenience {}fseismological data interpretation will continue to increase
with time as more features are imt_lemented_ The flexibility of the system has already
proven itself again and again. In principle, it should enable the network prex:essing system
to remain stable through futtlrc generaticms of seismolc_gical field equipment. Already it
has enabled us to se:tmlessly integrate data of very different character and from more than
half a dozen different types of fiehl ettuipment all into one unified database. In additk_l,
the reliability and atttomation of the system will continue to increase as planned features arc
implemented.

9, Field Site Pr¢7_aration

Although full advantage will be taken of existing sites, many installations will be
made at sites never before cx:cupied. Wherever p':,:_sible,the electronics and sensors will
be placed below ground in separate pre-fabricated fiberglass enclosures for themlal stability
ancasecurity. I he antenna installations use a l_rmanent king post mounting for maximum
durability and perfonuance (particularly during strong winds). Cable runs between
elements of tile system are buried to minimize lighming strike risk and are enclosed in PVC
pipes for protection from water and animals. Optical fibers will be used between the station
pnx:essor and the VSAT to provide additional isolation and protection where required. An
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environmental enclosure with an electronic heat pump will be provided for the VSAT
decoding and control electronics as needeA.

Every effort has been made to eliminate any moving parts (e.g., fans, etc.) in
normal operation to minimize vibrations from the equipment coupling into the earth.
Similarly, the antenna will be located as far from the sensors as practical to minimize wind
noise. Signal attenuation on cable runs limits this to about 200 m. However, an alternative
configuration in which the VSAT and the station processor/sensor elements are separated
has been planned. In this case, the VSAT to station processor connection requires four
channel multiplexed asynchronous telemetry via modems at an aggregate rate of at least
2400 Baud. Fiber optics are the preferred solution for this link, but limit the separation to
about 5 km. The timing pulses, which are being implemented as RS-232C control signals,
can be carried along with the other RS-232C data.

Stations are located absolutely using a commercially available global positioning
system (GPS) with a precision of about 20 m horizontally and 25 m vertically. Accurate
positioning of the station is not only a seismological necessity, it also facilitates VSAT
setup. Special purpose test equipment is used to establish and tune the VSAT link. From
this point, the field installers can communicate with NEIC personnel or the MES by
plugging an IBM PC compatible laptop into a VSAT port and placing a call through the
PAD. The same PC is used to check out the station processor (and through the station
processor, the seismometers). After the installation of all equipment, end-to-end system
tests are performed from the NEIC.

Seismometer installation is always an issue, particularly for broadband
instrumentation. For the USNSN, a concrete pad is poured as the floor of the seismometer
enclosure and the sensors are set up on their metal feet. The currently favored technique
for the CMG-3 sensors is to place them close together, but not touching and to pot them in
plaster of Paris. The whole assembly is then covered with a Styrofoam cooler. This
technique seems to provide good coupling at all frequencies and adequate insulation from
thermal fluctuations and air currents. The CMG-5 installation is not so critical, but they are
being provided with tie downs in the form of brackets screwed to bolts set into the
concrete. The top of the brackets fit over a flange on the sensor enclosure preventing
movement during large accelerations.

10. Field Site Power

Due to the relatively high power required for the VSAT's, most (if not all) sites will
have access to public utility 1l0 V, 60 Hz AC power. Power is conditioned and distributed
via one or two charger/battery systems to the VSAT and the station processor/sensor
equipment. One charger is used in most cases with a timed shutdown of the high power
VSAT. Two chargers will be used where the VSAT is remotely located from the station
processor. The intention is to keep the VSAT on the air for at least 30 minutes following a
power outage (in the event that the outage was caused by a nearby earthquake) and to keep
the station processor/sensor equipment operating for at least 24 hr. Note that data acquired
by the station processor during a telemetry outage will be selectively stored in CMOS
memory for later transmission. The batteries selected are 24 VDC with a capacity of 80
Amp-hr. Sealed batteries are being used to avoid problems with venting. Monitoring of
the battery levels for the station processor/seismometer equipment is done by the station
processor SOH circuitry as described above. Monitoring of the input AC power and
battery levels for the VSAT will be done separately and transmitted to the station processor
via the fourth RS-232C asynchronous port. Data on this port will be ASCII, low rate, and
unidirectional (into the station processor only). Within the station processor, the remote
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SOH information will be combined with the locally acquired SOH information for
transmission to the NEIC.

When the station processor/sensor equipment is located remotely from the VSA'I', it
could be powered by solar panels as this equipment only draws about 25 W all together. It
appears to be feasible, but costly, to power the entire system by solar panels almost
anywhere in the continental U. S., if absolutely necessary. All together, a fully DC
powered system would draw about 155 W. It appears to be possible to reduce the station
processor/sensor power requirement to as little as about 10 W. There is also some
commercial demand for low lX,wcr DC VSAT's which may eventually prompt the industry
to produce a lower power subsystem.

11. Seismometer to Station Processor Interface

The seismometer to station processor interface is very complex. Between the three
high-gain and three low-gain sensors there are six differential sensor outputs, three single
ended mass position outputs, two single ended calibration inputs, and seven single ended
control line inputs. In particular, the sensor output impedance has been conditioned to be
as low as possible due to the relatively low ADC input impedance. Everything else has
been matched as carefully as possible. Steps have been taken to ensure that all connectors
from both vendors are compatible and are keyed such that connections are possible only
between the modules intended.

Great care has been taken in devising an overall grounding strategy for the station
processor/sensor subsystem. Grounding is, of course, important in any case to minimize
surge problems. For differential signals it is doubly important as the seismometer and
ADC ground reference must be well defined and common to both units without introducing
ground loops. In a borehole configuration this is a particular problem as the two sets of
sensors will be separated by at least 100 m. The strategy adopted is to define a "mecca"
ground using a copper rod driven into the c,t_t',_or equivalent and to tie the case grounds of
the station processor, the CMG-3 FBE, and the CMG-5 to it. To avoid ground loops, the
CMG-3 cases are electrically isolated by using sapphire ball bearings between the metal feet
and the cases. Plastic sheets are inserted between the CMG-5 and the earth during
installation to provide electrical insulation (the tie downs are also insulated). Within the
CMG-3 FBE and the CMG-5, the DC/DC convener commons are tied to "mecca".

Within the station processor, all of the digital electronics are also tied to "mecca".
However, the analogue front ends for each set of sensors have their own DC/DC
converters with ground isolated from the digital electronics and from each other. That is,
each analogue front end ground is tied to the ground of its respective sensor set. In a
borehole installation, the borehole casing provides the "mecca" ground and the CMG-3
cases are grounded to it via the stacking tube and holelock. In this case, the FBE tube must
be insulated from the borehole casing.

12. Station Processor to VSAT Interface

The station processor to VSAT interface consists of three standard RS-232C
asynchronous connections and one control line for the timing signals. The RS-232C ports
are implemented with five lines each at the station processor (including transmit, receive,
data terminal ready, data set ready, and common) and as standard DB-25 connectors at the
VSAT end. The three ports are used for: 1) data, 2) console, and 3) auxiliary timing
information. In addition, the station processor and the VSAT each have a fourth RS-232C
port. The fourth station processor port will support low rate ASCII SOH data (input only)
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from the power conditioning equipment as discussed above. The fourth VSAT port is
generally not used except for installation and maintenance purposes. DSR on the data port
is monitored to ensure that the VSAT is active. This minimizes the risk of the station
processor sending data to the VSAT when the VSAT is down, or when the call from the
network processor is down.

The data port has a virtual circuit connected at all times, Data flows out of the
station processor in 8-bit transparent mode. That is, all bits are passed to the network

rsocessor or, alternatively, no bit patterns are interpreted as control characters by the
AT, The VSAT controls data flow on this circuit by sending XON/XOFF characters to

the station processor as its buffers empty and fill. Also, remote commands and
configuration information destined for the station processor are sent on this port. The
command data rate is so low that there is no need for the station processor to control data
flow from the VSAT. A virtual circuit is connected to the console port as needed for
downloads and diagnostics. Downloads are sent in printable ASCII characters in Motorola
S-RECORD format. Because all information transmitted via the console port is enccxted in
ASCII, XON/XOFF flow control is used in both directions. However, no flow control is
necessary (or possible) during downloads as the station processor is otherwise idle.

The VSAT is capable of generating a true break condition of up to 25.5 s duration
on any port. Custom logic in the station processor traps a 3.2 s break condition on the
console port and assert a system reset signal on the bus (in order to force a remote reboot).
The station processor ignores framing errors typically interpreted by operating systems as
break (and typically resulting in a processor halt). This keeps the station processor from
halting when the VSAT loses power. Ignoring short breaks minimizes the chances of the
VSAT electronics accidentally mimicing break during a crash. The station processor timing
port accepts low rate ASCII information identifying the timing pulses, giving their quality
and the VSAT time offset. There are no special requirements on this port. Scientific-
Atlanta has provided a pulse width of at least 4 ms to avoid potential problems with long
cable runs. The clock synchronization input will accept a wide range of voltages including
the RS-232C levels being supplied by the VSAT.

13. Timing Control

All clocks drift, particularl3 _with temperature. The drift of field clocks always
seems to cause long term problems ;or data management and research use, The approach
taken here is to attempt to effectively eliminate clock drift at the station processor. The
strategy is to use a hierarchy of increasingly good time standards all synchronized by a
series of software implemented "phase locked loops". At the lowest level, the station
processor clock maintains time in 1/5120 s tics since start of data acquisition. The absolute
time of the next VSAT timing pulse is loaded via the console at startup. From this time on,
the station processor can maintain absolute time by counting tics from its clock.

The station processor clock time tags subsequent VSAT timing pulses whictl are
uniquely identified via the timing port. A phase locked loop within the VSAT cleans up
spurious SOF pulses and fills in any missing pulses. Information about the quality of the
SOF pulses is also provided via the timing port. The VSAT position and elevation
dependent time offset is compensated for in the VSAT so that the SOF pulses output will be
synchronous within =.16 ms (due primarily to satellite drift) across the network. Using the
same absolute startup time and the known interval between SOF pulses (12.96 s), an
independent time standard is developed which is stable to the accuracy of the MES master
clock (109/yr in a conditioned environment). Drift of the station processor clock relative to
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this standard is compensated to a resolution of 1 ms by the station processor software by
slewing the station processor clock reference frequency.

Finally, a VSAT has been co-located with the MES, Its timing signals and timing
port are monitored by the LSI 11/23 playing data out on the helicorders. These signals are
time tagged using the known time pulse interval as in the station processor. A third
independent time standard is develop_ by monitoring the Kinemetrics Truetime WWVB
receiver. The network processor then monitors differences between the computed and
measured absolute times associated with the SOF marks. As needed, the network

processor will issue clock correction commands via the VSAT's which will update the
absolute time maintained by the station processor. This scenario requires that all VSA'I's
participating in the master timing loop are using the same outbound channel since SOF
timing between outbound channels is not synchronous (although they all use the same
master clock),

14, Sample Waveform Data

Figures 7-16 illustrate various aspects of the USNSN system through waveform
data from some recent earthquakes. Figure 7 shows (short peri_ filtered) three comlxment
broadband records of a local Colorado event recorded at GOL. Figures 8-10 are derived
from the March 13, 1992, magnitude 6,8 Erzincan, Turkey earthquake. This was the
largest well recorded event up to this point in the development of the network prcx:essing
system and it was gratifying to see it no where near clipping. Figure 8 shows (short peri(xl
filtered) broadband records from CEH (top)and MCWV (bottom). Figure 9 shows the
raw long pericxt record from CEH. The bottom figure is just a blow up of top figure to
show the body waves prior to R1 more clearly. Note that the P wave is nearly 50% of the
size of the surface wave. This is not true when the record is filtered to look like a WWSSN
LP indicating that much of the long period P wave energy is in the same band as the
microseism peak, Figure 10 shows the vertical (top) compared with a horizontal (bottom).
Both records have been filtered to simulate a WWSSN long period. Figure 11 shows the
(short period filtered) broadband waveform of the March 10, 1992, magnitude 2.8 Long
Island, NY event recorded at HRV. This record was significant because it was one of the
first events recorded on HRV which was the first ccx_perating USNSN station. The record
proved to be critical in the first minutes after the event because the NEIS has access to
relatively few seismometers in this area and this was the t,_l)' record for which there was
gocxt calibration information.

Figures 12-14 are derived from the March 24, 1992, magnitude 5.5, intermediate
depth (280 kin) Bali Sea event. They show an unusually fine PKP "section" using a
combination of short peritx:l (RSN) and broadband (USNSN) data telemetered to the NEIC
and integrated into the USNSN database. Notice, in particular, the strong PKP precursors
at ALQ and FVM; the PKPbc move out on LVNJ, NAV, and CEIl; and the clear arrivals of
all three PKP branches at HBF. These figures illustrate the power of combining data from
the numerous traditional RSN stations with the sparse broadband stations of the USNSN
(i.e., effectively the beginnings of the National Seismic System), Of course, all of this data
was available to the NEIS in real-time. Figures 15-16 show data from some recent large
California earthquakes. Figure 15 shows the broadband waveform of the April 23, 1992,
magnitude 6.2 Joshua Tree, CA earthquake recorded at ISA (the second ccx_perating
USNSN station). Finally, figure 16 shows the broadband (top) and raw long period
(bottom) waveforms from the April 25, 1992, magnitude 7.0 Cape Mendocino event
recorded at CEH.
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15. Network Deployment

Our current network deployment plan is shown in Attachment A including
equipment which has already been installed, New installations have been ordered by

riOrity and ease of deployment. This order is, of course, subject to change at any time.
stallation will proceed as rapidly as funding and other resources permit. Note that

approximately 40% of the proposed stations are existing or planned three component
broadband stations installed and operated by other institutions (i.e., the USNSN
cooperating stations). These data will be telemetered to the NEIC, under cooperative
agreements with various institutions, and will form a logical extension to the USNSN. The
cooperative stations will supply data which is comparable in quality with the USNSN (i.e.,
three component, broadband, high dynamic range, etc.), but with different operating
characteristics. For example, the IRIS/GSN type stations feature improved very long
period performance, but a lower high frequency corner. Cc×_perative plans have also been
made with both Canada and Mexico to improve azimuthal coverage for events on the edges
of the network. Note that the USGS operated RSTN stations (KS-36000 and S-750
sensors) have been included at part of the USNSN although they are not strictly broadband
stations. The accompanying map shows the proposed network configuration. The circles
show USNSN (or cooperating station) sites. The triangles show proposed RSN field data
collection points and processing centers as well as telemetry links to some cooperating
institutions.

16. Interfacing Other Equipment to the VSAT

The USNSN telemetry subsystem should be well suited for other seismological
data communications applications. In particular, both cooperating USNSN and RSN
telemetry from the field to the host institution processing center have been considered. In
the following, the di _cussion will be directed towards the problems of the RSN's. The
exact same mechanisms will be used for the cc×'_peratingUSNSN stations, but most of the
configuration and installation will be taken care of by USNSN installation personnel.
Operationally, data is transmitted from the field site by means of a standard VSAT to the
USNSN MES (all transfers must pass through the MFS). At the NEIC, the data is made
available to the network processing system and then, in most cases, returned to the host
institution through another standard VSAT by one of two data distribution mechanisms as
discussed above: 1) loopback or 2) programmed real-time point-to-point data distribution.
Because of the USNSN telemetry resources these distribution methods require, it is only
practical to provide these services to institutions requiring real-time access to some subset
of the data received at the NEIC (generally the cooperating institutions). The loopback
provides a bit-for-bit copy of data received from a particular source and may include
command traffic back to the field site. Nomina! delays on the loopback are 2 s each way
end-to-end (1 s per satellite hop). The point-to-point distribution is more like the broadcast
distribution discus,;ed above, but for a limited number of stations, generally one or more
nearby USNSN stations or stations from a neighboring RSN. In the following, options
for configuring and interfacing USNSN telemetry equipment with non-USNSN seismic
equipment will be discussed in some detail.

Possible configurations for field equipment are limited by a number of practical
considerations. First, due to the high cost of the VSAT equipment (=$10.5K/site), it is
generally impractical to install a VSAT at each station site. Instead, it is much more cost
effective to collect continuous raw data from a sub-network of RSN stations at a single
point where sub-network processing equipment and the VSAT will be co-located. Note
that a USNSN station could also be co-located with the VSAT if desired. (For cooperating
USNSN stations, VSAT's are provided by the USNSN for each station.) Whether the
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regional sub-network data arrives at the collection point in analogue or digital form, by
telephone line or radio is immaterial. Functionally, the sub-network processor needs to
acquire the data (in digital form), time tag, merge, and queue it for transmission. In its
turn, the data is forwarded to the regional processing center via the VSAT, the MES, and
another VSAT. Although the VSAT is capable of a sustained inbound throughput of 38
Kbit/s under optimal conditions, rates of 1.2-9.6 Kbit/s more appropriate for most uses due
to the aggregate throughput limitations of the PAD software. A minimum data rate is
ensured by balancing VSAT's on each inbound channel. The relatively low data rate
requires that the sub-network processor reduce the telemetry load and average it over time
by event detecting the data and buffering it. (For cooperating USNSN stations, event
detected broadband and continuous long period data would be telemetered,)

For example, a sub-network processor collecting eight stations and digitizing them
with a 12-bit ADC at 100 sps would accumulate about 72 Kbyte/min or about 9.6 Kbit/s.
If the VSAT had been allocated a throughput of at least 2.4 Kbit/s, a two minute detection
would take more than 10 min to transmit (with overhead). With a 5% detection rate, the
VSAT would be transmitting no more than 6 hr/day. If the other users on the same
inbound link adhered to the same 25% duty cycle, the VSAT would typically transmit only
about 1.5 hr/day or about 80% of real-time, in the case of a swarm or aftershock
sequence, the events could accumulate faster than they could be telemetered. Assuming 16
Mbytes of memory are available for buffering, approximately 100 events could be saved.
Under typical conditions, and with a 16 Mbyte buffer, the system could run for almost 16
hours triggering continuously without data loss. However, in the extreme case where all
VSAT's on a given inbound channel were accumulating events very rapidly, it would only
be possible to trigger continuously for 4 hours before losing data. Clearly, the
performance of a particular sub-network processor will depend upon how fast data is being
accumulated, the worst case VSAT throughput, the detection length and rate, the anaount of
buffer memory available, and the mix and characteristics of other users on the inbound
link. In practice, other factors often further complicate the calculation. For example, many
RSN operators have expressed an interest in telemetering some low passed and decimated
continuous data for helicorder display. In this case, if two of the channels were processed
to provide both 100 sps detections and 10 sps continuous data, this would increase the total
amount of data to be transmitted by 50%.

Interfacing with a VSAT in the field is the same as for a USNSN station. The
physical connection is made with a standard DB-25 connector for each asynchronous port
required. A wide range of port configurations are available, but we generally use 96(X)
Baud, 8-bits, odd parity, and one stop bit. Prior to transmission, the data must be
formatted according to the standards presented in Attachment B for compatibility with
USNSN software. Generally, this involves breaking the data into packets and adding a
standard header structure (i.e., no data reformatting is required). Using the standard
format should not be burdensome because it is compact, efficient, and easy to program
except for the optional rollback provision which requires 16 Kbytes of backing memory
and the ability to process commands coming back on the data port. Because this is a binary
format, the data sent to the VSAT will be in 8-bit transparent mode (usually with
XON/XOFF flow control) as described above. That is, data written by the sub-network
processor is 8-bit transparent, but data read by the sub-network processor is subject to the
usual control character processing. Therefore, the VSAT may use XON/XOFF flow
control on the sub-network processor, but not vise versa. While optional, the use of the
XON/XOFF flow control is strongly recommended to ensure that all data reaches the
VSAT. Similarly, the use of the optional rollback protocol is strongly recommended so
that the USNSN network processor can ensure data continuity across virtual circuit
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disconnections by requesting selective data retransmissions. For further information see
the "USNSN Satellite Interface Primer" available from the NEIC.

Alternative means of flow control from the VSAT are possible and will be
investigated on request, All four VSAT ports are available for sub-network processor use
unless a USNSN station is co-located in which case only one port will usually be available.
If absolutely necessary, more ports can be made available by configuring the VSAT for
synchronous X,25 and providing external multiport PAD(s). Other VSAT facilities
provided for the USNSN may also be adapted for cooperating station or RSN use if
desired. For example, the generation of a true break of programmable length is available
on all ports. The USNSN timing information is also be available if desired (although it
uses one of the available VSAT ports). However, special arrangements will have to be
made for downloading the absolute time from the NEIC at boot up. Note that if the sub-
network processor console port is connected with the VSAT, processor halt on a framing
error (usually reported as a break) should be disabled to avoid halting data collection when
the VSAT is powered down. Also, DSR (data set ready) should be monitored on the data
port to detect a VSAT not ready condition and avoid data losses. DSR is dropped if the
virtual circuit is cleared and, of course, if the VSAT is powered down.

Data relayed from the field to the regional network processing center via the NEIC
MES will arrive through a VSAT identical with the field version. There are two means of
!nterfacing local processing equipment with the VSAT. The most straightforward method
Is to use the VSAT PAD facility. Data would then be delivered to the regional network
processor on a standard asynchronous port. If several remote VSAT ports (perhaps from
different VSATs) were being monitored, they would arrive on separate PAD ports (i,e.,
each port in the field is mapped to one virtual circuit which is mapped to one port in the
laboratory). The VSAT has four ports all of which are available. By configuring the
VSAT for synchronous X.25 and using external PAD(s), this could easily be expanded to
16 ports. However, for more ports and higher aggregate data rates, the character interrupt
overhead on the receiving processor may well be a problem. The best way to handle a
large number of ports and/or a high aggregate data rate is to configure the VSAT for
synchronous X.25 and to bring the X.25 data stream directly into the receiving processor.
Hardware or software on the receiving processor then interprets the X.25 protocol to
extract the various virtual circuits in the same manner as the PAD would have. Hardware
protocol converters are strongly recommended since software converters (e.g., DEC PSI)
can also have very high overheads. Note that in synchronous operation, the VSAT is
limited to 19.2 Kbps each on up to two synchronous ports. In practice we find that this
a.ggre.gate can only be achieved by using a large number of relatively low data rate virtual
circuits.

Software for interpreting data acquired via the USNSN telemetry system has been
written by USNSN personnel and is available from the NEIC anonymous ftp
(gldfs.cr.usgs.gov). It is the users responsibility to ensure that complete data can be
obtained from the terminal driver or protocol translator on the local receiving processor.
The software provided is'a model for interpreting this data. In particular, it shows how to
synchronize with the data stream, how the interpret the packet headers, and how to decode
both USNSN and Steim compressed data. This software has been ported (to SUN UNIX)
at Harvard. Work on other versions is underway at Caltech and Saint Louis University.
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Attachment A

Operating Sites

Symbol, , Code Loeation ............. State ......... Lot .... Long

O RSSD Black Hills SD 44.12 -104.04
O RSNY Adirondack RS Obs NY 44.54 -74.53
O ALQ ASL NM 34.94 -106.45
O GOL Bergen Park CO 39.70 -105.37
O CEH Chapel Hill NC 35.89 -79.09
O MCWV Mont Chateau WV 39.60 -79,90
O TPNV Topopah Spring NV 36.93 -116,22
O CBM Caribou ME 46.93 -68.00
O WMOK SW Oklahoma OK 34.70 -98.60
O MIAR Mt. Ida AR 34.55 -93.58
Q Pasadena CA 34.15 -1i 8.18
Q St. Louis MO 38.60 -90.20
A ISA Isabella CA 35,66 -118.47
A CCM Cathedral Cave MO 38.06 -91.24
A HRV Harvard Obs, MA 42.51 -71,56
A CMB Columbia CA 38.03 -120.38
A WDC Whiskeytown CA 40.58 - 122.54
A JFWS Mineral Point WS 42.70 -90.50
A TUC Tucson AZ 32.31 - 110.78

Installed Sites

Symbol Code ......... Location , State Lot Long

O RSCP Cumberland PI. Ob TN 35.60 -85.59

O NEW Newport WA 48.26 -117.12
O DUG Dugway UT 40.20 -112.81
D Berkeley CA 37.90 -122.30
D Cambridge MA 42.37 -71,10
D Memphis TN 35.12 -89.93
O Menlo Park CA 37.60 - 122.30
D Weston MA 42.38 -71,32
Q Rockville MD 39.08 -77,17
O Lexington KY 38.03 -84.50
1:3 Salt Lake City UT 40.75 -111.92
A BW06 Boulder Array WY 42.78 -109.57
A SSPA Standing Stone PA 40.64 -77.89
A LTX Lajitas TX 29.33 -103.67
0 Marked Tree AR 35,52 -90.43
0 YMT0 Yucca Mountain NV 36.82 -116.47
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Attachment A

Planned Sites

Symbol. Code ........,_ Location State Lat _ Lon_

O ALl } Alabama AL 33.10 -87.50
O AAMB } Ann Arbor MI 42.30 -83,66
O BIN Y Bingham ton NY 42.20 -75.99
O BLA Blacksburg VA 37.21 -80.42
O DEI} Delaware DE 38.70 -75.40
O GOGA Godfrey GA 33.40 -83.50
O HKT Hockley TX 29.95 -95.83
O ILl } Illinois IL 40,50 -87.7
O LSCT Lakeside CT 41.70 -73.20
O LBNH Lisbon NH 44.20 -71.90
O MYNC Murphy NC 35.10 -84.20
O OSOH Columbus OH 40.00 -83.10
O RI l } Rhode Island RI 41.50 -71.30
O ND 1 North Dakota ND 46.6 -100.30
O YSNY Yorkshire NY 42,40 -78,65
O BMN Battle Mountain NV 40.43 -117.22

O WVOR Wildhorse Valley OR 42.30 - 118.70
[:1 Palisades NY 41.00 -73,90
I:1 Columbia SC 34.00 -81.00
[:1 Seattle WA 47.60 - 122.30
[:1 La Jolla CA 32.83 - 117.27
[:1 Ottawa ON 45.35 -75,70
1:3 Reno NV 39,50 -119.80
l:l LLNL (added) CA 37.6 -121.8
[:1 State College PA 40.80 -77.86
A COR Corvallis OR 44.59 -123.30
A SAO Hollister CA 36.76 -121.44
A KS1 } Central Kansas (reloc.)KS 38.85 -99.35
A ELK Elko NV 40.74 -115,24
A KNB Kanab UT 37.02 -112.82
A MNV Mina NV 38.43 -118.15
A TUL Leonard OK 35.91 -95.79
A IO 1} SW Iowa IO 41.0 -95.0
A MN 1 SW Minnesota MN 44.0 -96.4
A MS 1 NE Mississippi MS 34.9 -88.4
A IN1 Indiana IN 39.1 -86.5
0 Charleston So. U. SC 32.98 -80.06
0 New Madrid MO 36.60 -89.50
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Appendix A

The following describes the USNSN telemetry packet format. This format will be used by

all USNSN stations and it is highly deliintble that regional seismic networks (RSN) also

adhere to it. There are two basic packet types; data packets containing seismic traces and

status packets containing auxiliary information. All packets have a 14 byte fixed header; a

description of each byte in this header is listed first in the infurmation attached (Generic

Fixed Packet tteader). Note that 'detection' is synonymous with 'event' (trigger condltitJil

indicating something is happening).

All trace data packets must have a 6 byte data header following the fixed he',uJer. The trace
data comes after the data header and can be in any of the formats listed in the attached
description of this packet type below (Generic Trace Data Packet). If another data type is
desired, requests to do so must be submitted to the USNSN. A copy of the NSN specific
packet is included.

All status packets must have a 2 byte status header identifying the status packet type. This

l'ollows the 14 byte fixed header and then whatever auxiliary information fills the

remainder of the packet. A general format is presented below (Generic Status Packet),

followed by some suggestions and specific examples (these are only examples and can be

modified or disregarded). Additional input from the RSNs to the USNSN will be

welcomed.

Note that VAX bit order is used (bits are numbered from the low order end of the word).

VAX byte order is also used (e.g. in an 1'4 word the lowest order byte is sent first).

An explanation of the USNSN time code is included in Appendix B. A FORTRAN

subroutine (for a VAX) to deccxte the USNSN time code written by Dave Ketchum is also

included.
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USNSN Generic Fixed .......Packet,HeaderDescr!Dtlon

Byte Description
.................. Eixed Header ......Portion_ .......of_. _acket _(14 ........bytes) .........-.................
1 Lead In character 1 (decimal 27, ascii ESC)
2 Lead In character 2 (decimal 3, ascii ETX)

These 2 lead In byles aid in 'syncing up' and to monitor packet inlegrlty (all packets
will be checked to be sure they have the correct number of bytes and are followed
by lead in characters for the next packet),

3-4 Number of bytes in packet, rollback Inhibit bit flag
The maximum packet length (including headers)is 2038 bytes. The packet length
must be even. This should be an 1'2 variable with the low order byle slored firsl,
Bits 0-10 = packel length (number of bytes).
Bil 11-I4 = reserved, sel io zero.
Bit 15 = rollback inhibil bit flag (see Appendix C),

5 Network Routing ID
At least 2 Network IDs will be assigned to each RSN, One will correspond to
dala packets & the olher io slalus packels. If the USNSN wanls to look al
at certain status packets or a RSN wants Io be able to sort status packets more
finely at this level, the USNSN can assign additional IDs (eIghVRSN will probably
be the maximum),

, 6 Node ID
A node corresponds to the processor attached to a single VSAT port, Node
IDs are assigned by the RSN and should start at 1 and incremenl sequentially.
The RSN musl keep the USNSN informed about the correspondence between
nodes and their IDs in order to ensure proper routing,

7 Station/Channel ID

Identifier tor a single data stream if this is a data packel and equal to zero if tllis
is a status packet. Assigned by lhe RSN.

8 Packet Sequence No,
This is a modulo 256 counler used for the roll back facility provided by the
USNSN. A sequence numbertags each packet leavinga node tnsequence. The
USNSN will check for continuityof the sequence numbers for each node as the
packets come into the NEIC; if a problemis delected for a specificnode a message
will be sent back to the node requesting retransrnission of data beginning at the,last
sequence number that was received correctly. In order to utilize this facility, tt_c,RSN
node musl buffer packets. According to the VSAT vendor, the maximum amount of
data lhat could be lost due io a fade or hardware failure is 16000 bytes; this would
correspond Io buffering approx. 8 full packets, A RSN does not have to support Ih_s
roll back facility bul musl provide a sequence number in any case.

9-14 Time code . USNSN 48 bit code (see Appendix B for more explanation)
Byte 1 bils 1-7 = number of years thal have passed since 1970 (unsigned integer).

bil 0 = set if 256 needs to be added to lhe number of days decoded
from byle 2

Byle 2 = modulo 256 of the day of the year.
Byles 3-6,bii 31= unused

bits 4-30 = Milliseconds since midnight
bil 3 = set if this is a positive leap second day
bil 2 = sel if this is a negative leap second day
bits 0-1 = unused

If this is considered as an 1'4 variable, lhe high order byte is sent tirst. It lhis
is a data packet this time corresponds to the firsl sample. The correspondence
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forstatuspacketsdependson the statuspackettype,A sampledecodingroutine is
Includedin this package. Note thatpacketswill not necessarilybe recoivedin
orderof increasingtime;e,g, data sampledat lowerrates will take longerto filla
packet,packetsfromone datastream may arrivetn betweenpackets from
anotherstream,etc.

............ _Variable_.Portion_of Packet fmax of 2Q24 bytes; #_.bvtes _rrlu_t.._be e..ven}...........
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USNSN ....... Generic:.......Tr,=ae........Datapacket Description
Byte Description

.................. Fixed_ Header__PortJDn .......of .....Packet ......(.I4__.bytes)_.. ...............
1 Lead in character 1 (decimal 27, as¢lt ESC)
2 Lead In charsoter 2 (decimal 3, ascii ETX)
3 4 Number of bytes In picket
5 Network date packet ID, assigned to each R$N by USNSN,
6 Node ID - node data transmtlted from
7 Station/Channel ID -Identifier for this dala stream,
8 Pecker Sequence No.
9,14 Time code- USNSN 48 bit code. Time the first sample was taken
........ D,ata,L_ Header ..... (6 bytes). ...........................................
15 Data Format Code

0 - USNSN Compression. See Appendix D,
1 = Sleim compressed
2 = 12 bit, 2's complement
3 - 16 bit, 2's complernent
4 - 24 bit, 2's complement
5 = 32 bit, 2's complement
6 = gain ranged; RSTN 14,2
7 = gain ranged; 12+4 (SRO)
8 - gain ranged; 13,3 (GSS)
9- gain ranged; other 14+2
Other formals may be added; please submit any suggeslions for additions,

1G Data Flag=
Those are bil flags describingfilings about lho data Bils 0 & i have been defined
by the USNSN, suggestionsfor use of bits 2,7 are requested by RSN operators,
bit 0. end of detection
bit I -calibralion signal lurnod on during packol
bit 27 . reserved

17 Day Detection Started
Modulo 256 of the Julian day that this doloction started on, Together this, the
slalton/channel code, and ihe deteclion sequence number (below) create a unique
label for a trace corresponding to a particular evenl, Ttlts unique ID is used by lh_,
USNSN network processor for quick keying of dale

i8 Channel Sequence Number
Unsigned, modulo 256, coun!er correspondir_gto the channel associated with tt_(.,
data in ltlis packel, This counlur starts over al 1 each l_rne there is a flew
detection, Thus each channel will have a sequence no. or counter associated wilh
tl lhal starts al 1 and ends al lhe lotal number of packets required to send the
entire trace tor a particular detection, This allows lho coniinuily of a particular
trace to be checked wilhoul needing to decode the time,

19_20 Detection Sequence Number
This i'2 number tags each deleclion uniquely, This sequence number
begins al 1 each day and tncremenls by 1 for each new deteclion, Tile low ord(_r
byte Is stored first.

21 Data byte==
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USNgN Sga(:lfl Q _Trace Data PaQket .....Dls(:rlDtlon
Byte Dee©rlptlon

.................. FlxDd__Header Portion Df Packet_(14 bylesj.,.. ................
i Lead In ©harm¢ter1 (decimal 27, ascii ESC)
2 Leld in ¢h|rl©ter 2 (decimal 3, ascii ETX)
3.4 Number of bytes In pioket
5 Network dill pe©ket ID - Zero for USNSN.
6 Node ID - node data transmittedfrom
7 8tatloniChannel IO - Identifierfor thisdata stream,The modulo3 of this byte gives

the directionof thecomponent:0.N.$, i.E.W, 2.Vertical. The rate of the data
te as follows: 0.2.80 Hz, 3.5-40 Hz, 6.8-20 Hz, 9.t1.10 Hz, 12.14.1 Hz,

8 Paoket 8oquence No,
9.14 Time (_ode. UaNaN 48 bit oode. Time the firstsimple was taken NOTE. When J8 . i

decompressingdatastartingwitha bl_ whosechannelsequencenumberis not
1, the first sample relurnedwill be one digitizingInlervalbefore this time, This
occurs becausethecompressionalgorilhmreturnsthe forwardintegrationcode
as the firstsamplewhenstartingout and comparesit to the last sample for
continuityin latterbuffers, For ccnvenience,theUSNSN processorstake this
intoaccountwhentime taggingthe firstbufferof a series,

....... _HBad_r _r6 bvtesj, .............................................
i 5 Dale Formal Code

0 - USNSNCompressed(USNSNslandard;seeAppendixD)
6 Datl Flags

The USNSN usesthe followingdefinitionsfor the flagbits in its packets
bit 0 - endof detection
bit 1 .calibration signal turnedon duringpacket
bit 2 .Currenlly not used
bit 3 .Partial flag, Certainlongperiodpackets are transmittedas smallerchunks

and reconstructedInto a fullpacket. This facilitatesgettingreal time long
perioddataon a moretimelybasisas morethe 50 minutesof LPdata might
end up in a singlepacket, The ftrst 1'2of thedale portionis thenumberof
samplesrepresentedfor theentireupdatedpacket, Thesecond1"2
represenlsthe offsetin bytesin the dataportionrepresentedby the first
databyteof thispacket,

Bit 4 .Indicates thispartialbuffer(bll 3 mustbe true for thisbit to be on) Is the
last partialupdateof this record, Thisbit indicatesthe buffer under
accumulationIs complete,

Bit 5 .Debugging/reservedbll, Currentlyusedto indicatespecialcontinuousdata
streams from a normallytriggeredstream.

Bit 6 .Debugging/reservedbit, Currentlyusedto indicatetrigger flag is on for
continuousdata (bit5 mustbe on for thisbit to be set),

Bit 7 .Debugging/reservedbit. Currentlyusedto flag special"powerspectra*
packets, Stationchannelbyte for thisdebuggingtypeare set to 127,

17 Day Detection 8tmrted
Modulo256 of the Julianday that thisdetectionstarted on. Togetherthis, the
station/channelcode,andthedetectionsequencenumber(below)create a unique
labelfor a tracecorrespondingto a particularevent. ThisuniqueID is usedby the
USNSN networkprocessorfor quickkeyingof data.

16 Channel Sequence Number
Unsigned,modulo256, countercorrespondingto the channelassociatedwiththe
data in thispacket, Thiscounterstartsover at 1 each timethere is n new
detection,Thuseachchannelwillhavea sequenceno,or counterassociatedwith
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It that slamsat 1 endendsat the totalnumberof packetsrequiredto sendthe
entire trade for e particulardetection. This allows the oontlnuItyof s particular
traceto be c_e_ed withoutneedingtodecca thetime.

19.20 Deteotlon 8equen©e Number
This1'2numbertagseach detectionuniquely.Thissequencenumber
beginsat I each day and incrementsby i foreaohnewdetection. The low order
byte is storedfirst. This numberis Initializedto the numberof secondssince

q midnightdividedby 3 at programstarlup.
......... Data ......_._.trnax Dt 20_18_bvtDm........., muJt bJ) mvapJ...........................
21 -.,. Data bytea

ThedatasectionIndependanton thedataformco,de eel Id:)ove.Thetypescurren!ly
usedby the NSN are _mpressed data withorwithoutpartialupdate,12 bit data
suitableforreel timeanalogdisplay,anddebuggingpower spectralpackets. Sample
routinesfordecodingandoonslructtngthesetypesIs eva,able. USNSN_mpression
tSdescribedin AppendixD.
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USNSN-Generl(: Status PaCket ....De.sarlotlon
Byte Description

.................. Fixed ....Header .....Portlon_ of Packet {i4 ......bytes) ..... . ............
1 Lead In chars=tar 1 (decimal 27, ascii ESC)
2 Lead in character 2 (decimal 3, ascii ETX)
3.4 Number of bytes in packet
5 Network data paoket ID - assignedto each RSN by USNSN
6 Node ID. node informationtransmittedfrom
7 Station/Channel ID = 0
8 Packet Sequence No,
9.14 Time (:ode. USNSN 48 bit code
....... Status ..Packet ........Header ..... (2.,,,bytes) ................................
15 Status Packet Type
16 Reserved
........ Status Inforrnatio/_ .....{max.... of 2022 bytes ......: must_be_even) ..............
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Appendix B

USNSN Time Code Description

The USNSN time code is rather conventional in its use of the year, Julian day, and
time in milliseconds since midnight. However, it is unconventional in its implementation
of leap seconds. Imbedding the leap s: .,ond flag into the time code assumes that the time
keeper (perhaps in the field) knows that the current day will include either a positive or
negative leap second before the day actually begins (so that the flag is correct for the entire
day). The time keeper then either extends the day by one second or ends the day one
second early before rolling the day over (time is kept by counting milliseconds since
midnight). Note that in the code below, on a day when there is no leap second, there will
be a maximum time of 23:59:59.999 (86,399,999 milliseconds). When there is a positive
leap second, the maximum time returned by the code below will be 23:59:60.999
(86,400,999 milliseconds) rather than 24:00:00.999.

For the USNSN stations the leap second flag will be set by the station processor on
command via satellite from the control center in Golden. The leap second flags will then be
used when computing time differences which span a day boundary. Note that the time
differences spanning more than 24 hours cannot be guaranteed to be correct without
examining the leap second flags of time codes associated with the data on intervening days.

The following subroutine will decode the time on a VAX computer and will return
the leap second flag. Note that this will only work on computers that store 1"4 words with
the low order byte in the lowest address. For those computers that use the opposite order
the indices of the array 'byte' must be reversed (e.g. from '5-j' to 'j'). The time code is
ordered such that if it is sorted as a 6 byte binary field it will collate in increasing time. Bit
0 is least significant bit.

Bytes Bits Description

1 1-7 Number of years that have passed since 1970 (unsigned integer).
1 0 Set if 256 needs to be added to the number of days decoded from byte 2.
2 0-8 Modulo 256 of the day of the year.
3-6 31 Unused. Byte 3-6 contain data such that if they are considered as an 1"4,

the highest order bits are in the lowest address byte (big endian).
3-6 4-30 Milliseconds since midnight.
3-6 3 Set if this is a positive leap second.
3-6 2 Set if this is a negative leap second.
3-6 0-1 Unused.
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USNSN Time Code Decodinq Subroutine (for a VAX)

subroutine yrday,(,n,s,yr,day!
C t ¢,. t e ¢, Ib _1, _ _' _ t t _ _t t t e eQ Qt t O OQt t t t Qt _'t e _Q e_t Q'l_t t t

c Obtain year and day of year from an nsn time code
C

c ns NSN time code input
c y r i'4 year of time code
c day i'4 day of time code
C

c D.C. ketchum Feb 1991
C

Iogical*l ns(6),byte(4)
integer*4 yr,day,14
equivalence (i4,byte)
i4 =0 I no high order bits
byte(1)=ns(1) I get year
ioff=0
if(iand(i4,1).ne.0) ioff=256 l save the 256 day offset
i4 = i 4 / 2 I convert to offset from 1970
yr=i4+1970
byte(1)=ns(2) i get rood(day,256)
day=i4+ioff I convert to days using offset
return
end

subroutine pyrday(yr,day,ns)

c Given a year and day create the first two bytes of NSN time code in NS.
c
c D.C. Ketchum Feb 1991
C

byte ns(6),byte(4)
integer*4 ms,ims,i2,YR,DAY
equivalence (i2,byte),(ms,i2)
if(yr.lt.326) then l if yr <326, assume its a two digit yr (92)

i2--(yr-70)'2 I put 2 digit year in 1st byte
else

i2=(yr-1970)'2 I assume year 4 digits (1992) put in 1st
endif
if(day.ge.256) i2=ior(i2,1) l is Day > 256, then or in low bit 1st byte
ns(1)=byte(1) l put 1st byte in user buffer
i2=mod(day,256) I modula 256 day
ns(2)=byte(1) I put 2nd byte in user buffer
return
end
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subroutine maknsn(yr,day,hr,min,sec,ims,leap,ns)
C , t , _ Q tt , t t t Q , O _, O , t ttt Q t , t Q t O t * t _ ttt ttt O * * * , O _ tt Q O * _ Ott t *' * * *

c Makea USNSNtimecodefromtheyr,day, hour,min,sec, msandleap
c D.C. ketchumApr 1990
c

impdicit integer*4 (a-z)
byte ns(6),byte(4)
equivalence (ms,byte)
call pyrday(yr,day,ns) I stuffyear and day into bytes 1-2
ms=hr*3600+min*60+sec ! computemillesecondssincemidnight
ms=ms*1000+ims
ms=ms*16 I shiftso low orderis in bit 4
lf(leap.ne.0) then l is thisa leapsecondday

if(leap.eq.1) ms=ms.or.8 l is it a positive leap second, or In bit 3
if(leap.eq.-1) ms=ins.or.4 t is it a negative ieap second, or in bit 2

endif
do 1 j=1,4 I Note : Vax is Iittie endlan machine
n s (j +2) = by te (5- j ) I put MS and flags in bytes3-6

1 continue
return
end

subroutine nsnint(ns,yr,day,hr,min,sec,leap)
c Converta USNSNtime code in NS to the equivalentintegeryr, day,
c hour, minute,sec and leap.
c
c D.C. Ketchum Apr 1990

IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (A-Z)
Ioglcal*l ns(6),byte(4)
integer*4 i2,yr,day,hr,min,leap
equivalence (i2,i4),(12,byte)
real sec
integer*4 i4
call yrday(ns,yr,day) t get day _qd year
do 1 j=1,4 I Note : Vax is litt;eendian machine
byte(5-j)=ns(j+2) Imovefrom high order lstto Ioword

1 continue
leap=0 I assumeno leap
if(iand(i4,8).ne.0) leap=l ! set leap if bit set
if(iand(i4,4).ne.0) leap=leap-1 I Negativeleap second
if(leap.eq.0.and.iand(14,12).ne.0) then

type *,'Leap both ways???'
endif
ms=i4/16 I move ms down low order
hr=ms/3600000 I compute hours from ms
ms=ms-hr*3600000 I remove hours from ms
min=ms/60000 I minutes
ms=ms-min*60000 I renlove minutes from ms
sec=float(ms)*.001
if(leap.eq.1.and.hr.eq.24) then l its the last sec of leap second day

hr=hrol
min=min+59
sec=sec+60.

endif
return
end
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Appendix C

USNSN Rollback Specification
The USNSN will support an optional rollback function to allow recovery of data lost during
satellite transmission. Requests for rollback will be generated automatically by the software at the
Golden receiving site for satellite locations that have indicated that they support the feature. Based i
on research by the satellite vendor it is estimated that 16 kB of data is the most that can be lost
during a satellite outage assuming the site implements "call is up or DSR" flow control as well as
XON/XOFF flow control. This represents all of the data that could be buffered in the DPU, in the
Master Earth Station in Golden, and "in the air" at the time of a failure. Requests for roll back are
received on the same line that the data are transmitted on and are generated at the Golden Master
Earth Station. The definition of a control packet follows the general USNSN command packet
protocol. A few terms used below are defined here.

Sequence number - A one byte sequence number that is included in every USNSN packet. It
increments with each packet transmitted and rolls over from 255 to 0.

Command Packet- A general format that all commands from Golden to a field site follow. This
format is designed to be self routing. Command packets are encoded from their "in memory"
binary form to a printable ASCII form. This encoding is necessary so that the receiving equipment
can use XON/XOFF flow control and to prevent special "control" characters from confusing the
input driver.

Rollback Command Packet - A particular Command Packet used to cause the retransmission of
packets from a field site when packets are lost for any reason. It communicates the sequence
number of the last correctly received packet so the field equipment can choose where to start
transmitting.

Call is up flow control - DSR (pin 6) of the DPU serial port is high when a X.25 call is up tothe
port. If this hardware line is down, no connection exists between the port and the computers in
Golden. Field computers should monitor this line to insure that Golden is listening and inhibit
transmission of data when the line is low.

Command Protocol - Commands must be reconstructed to their in memory definition. The two
lead-in characters are sent as is. The remainder of the packet (byte 3 to end of command packet) is
encoded as printable ASCII by splitting the 8 bits into two 4 bit nibbles and adding 32 decimal (20
Hex). The first character transmitted in each pair contains the 4 high order bits of the encoded
byte. Hence, the number of bytes transmitted is given by :

nbytes=(n-2)*2+2

where n is the number of bytes in the command packet including the lead in bytes.

The general format of a command packet is :

Offset Description
1 Lead in 1 always 27 decimal (ESC).
2 Lead in 2 always 3 decimal (STX).
3-4 Number of bytes in packet including lead ins, low order byte first in the

encoded printable ascii form. The low order 11 bits are used for the count.
The highest order bit is the "ROLLBACK inhibit bit". The remaining bits are
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not used and are reserved and should be zero. Note : The flag bits are ORed in
with the byte count.

5 Netid - The network ID assigned to the network by USNSN.
6 Nodeid - The node id assigned to the field processor by the

operator.
7 Station/Channel 113. assigned by the operator to identify a particular channel of

data.
8 Sequence - Not used at this time
9-14 A USNSN time code optionally used by the command
15 CMD Code - Command codes 0-31 are reserved by the USNSN for NSN

functions. The remaining command codes are assigned by the network
operator.

16-nbytes Command dependent data,

Rollback Packets - Each USNSN packet sent to Golden contains a byte sequence number. The
Golden software monitors incoming packets for continuity of this .sequence number. If the
continuity is broken, and the USNSN packet "Rollback inhibit" bit is not set, and the NSN
database indicates that the node supports rollback, a rollback command packet will be generated.
The command code for a rollback packet is 4. There is only one command dependent byte and it
contains the sequence number of the last received packet. Hence, a roll back packet contains 16
data bytes in memory and is transmitted as 30 encoded characters per the above formula.

Field Behavior on receipt of rollback packets- One bit in the USNSN packet format is the
"Rollback Inhibit" bit. This bit indicates to the USNSN that the packet being received cannot
trigger a rollback. There are only two times this bit should be set :

1) If the program has just started, set "Rollback inhibit" for the first 4 blocks sent out.

2) After receiving a rollback request set "Rollback inhibit" for the first 4 blocks in response to the
request.

Note that the sequence number in the rollback request is the last received sequence. This is the
sequence number of the first packet that should be transmitted. If that sequence number cannot bc
transmitted, the oldest data packet available and all of its successors should be sent. If no packets
are available, continue sending data from the current ix)int. In any case the next 4 packets
transmitted after receipt of the rollback request must have the "Rollback inhibit" bit set.

Example : The USNSN field processors implement rollback in the following manner :

Variables Definition

rollbackcountdown When > 0, the rollback inhibit bit will be set in outbound
packets. It is set to 4 when the program starts and after a
rollback request is received. The variable is decremented after
each transmission until it reaches zero.

next_buffer_to_queue Points at the buffer which will receive the next packet built by
the acquisition program. Initialized at start to point to first
buffer. It is incremented after each packet is received from the
acquisition program.

next_buffer_to_transmit Points at the buffer which will be sent out of the serial port next.
It is initialized at start to point to the first buffer. It is
incremented after the buffer is transmitted out the serial port.
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This pointer chases the next_buffer_to_queue pointer as queued
buffers are transmitted.

sequence_number Contains the sequence number to assign to next packet received
from the data acquisition program. It is used to set the sequence
number in the USNSN packet after buffer is copied to the buffer
pointed to by next_buffer_to_queue.

1) Initialization - Twelve buffers for USNSN packets are allocated in memory. The pointers
next buffer_to_queue and next_buffer_to_transmit are initialized to point to the first data buffer.
As long as the pointers are equal no data is available for transmission. Variable
rollback_countdown is set to four causing the first 4 buffers transmitted to have the rollback
inhibit bit set.

2) When the new data from the acquisition program is available, a temporary variable is set to
next_buffer_to_queue plus one and wrapped modulc 12. The temporary variable is compared
against the next_buffer_to_transmit. If they are the same, there is not a buffer available to queue
the data (buffer overflow) and no action is taken. If they are different, the data are copied to the
buffer pointed to by next_buffer_ to_queue, the packet sequence number is set to
sequence_number, the pointer next_buffer_to_queue is set to the temporary variable, and
sequence_number is incremented.

3) When the data port is ready to transmit more data, the buffer pointed to by
next buffer to_transmit is processed. If rollback_countdown is greater than zero, the rollback
inhibit bit is set and rollback_countdown is decremented. The buffer is written out the serial port
and next_buffer_to_transmit is incremented and wrapped.

4) If a rollback request is received, the sequence numbers of the twelve buffers are checked for the
sequence in the rollback command. If a match is found, the next buffer_to_transmit pointer is
changed to that buffer. If no match is found, the oldest buffer is identified and
next_buffer_to_ transmit is set to point to that buffer. The variable rollbackcountdown is set to
four.

Steps 2-4 are repeated indefinitely.
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Appendix D
The NSN Data Compression Algorithm

The NSN data compression scheme follows the same philosophy as all other data
compressions methods in common use for seismological data today. Compression
depends on the fact that seismological data acquisition systems are designed to record
very large values of ground motion which are very rarely attained. Thus, the compression
results from eliminating as much of the sign extension portion of each raw data value as
possible in such a way that the original value is exactly recoverable. The algorithm is
divided into two portions: preprocessing to minimize the fluctuations of the
(preprocessed) data about zero as much as possible and encoding, of the data values into
variable length data fields and adding information in accompanying key fields to permit
decoding. In addition, the algorithm makes provisions for effective use of fixed length
(computer storage) records, imbedded header information (channel identification, time,
status, etc.), and redundant information to promote fault recovery. The NEIC has
programmed this algorithm in FORTRAN for little endian machines and in C for big
endian machines. Conversion to other systems is not difficult.

In NSN compression, preprocessing is a simple first differencing which requires
at least one integration constant to be recoverable. Encoding is patterned on a scheme
developed at the Geological Survey of Canada by Ken Beverley. Each key field
corresponds to a fixed number of fixed length data fields. Taken together, the data fields
belonging to one key field always begin and end on an (8-bit) byte boundary in the
computer storage, but will, in general occupy different numbers of bytes for different key
values. The organization and definitions of the key values has been modified from the
Canadian scheme to adapt it for fixed length records and to achieve less key overhead for
small data values. A fixed length header section is provided for at the beginning of each
fixed length record. A forward integration constant is provided at the beginning of each
record as part of the header. Only the first constant is actually required. In addition, back
pointers are imbedded into the enccv,.teddata and a reverse integration constant added at
the end of each time series. This redundant infomlation has been added to pemlit the
recovery of as much data as possible should any portion of the compressed data be
corrupted.

Before describing the algorithxn in detail, it is useful to define some specialized
terms to avoid ambiguity (as much as possible):

Dala Value. The digitally enccxted value of a sensor output. Note that the data values
acquired by an analogue-to-digital converter and the data values used in a
computer must be numerically identical, but may be encexled differently (e.g.,
fixed versus floating point or different sign representations). The format of a data
value encoded into a data field may be different again and will have been
preprcx:essed as well.

Time Series. A time series is a number of data values acquired from one sensor c)titput
at ccmtiguc_us,equally spaced time intervals.

Byte. A number of contiguous bits in computer storage. Standardization in the computer
industry has specialized the use of the term byte to mean eight contiguous bits. A
byte is generally the smallest individually addressable unit of computer storage.
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Record. A fixed length logical record of computer mass storage. Because of the
organization of most modern mass storage devices, a moderately large power-of-
two number of 8-bit bytes will provide both rapid access and compact storage.

Header. A fixed length section of (mostly) user defined information located at the
beginning of each record, Note that a portion of the header is reserved for
information required by the compression algorithm,

Trailer. A fixed length section of compression algorithm defined information located at
the end of the last record of a time series.

Nibble. A variable number of contiguous bits of computer storage (a generalized byte).
Thus, while all bytes will henceforth be 8-bit bytes, nibbles may be 4-bits, 6-bits,
8-bits, etc, The largest nibble used will be 32-bits (the length of a standard integer
(long integer, longword, etc,).

Data Field. A nibble containing one preprocessed, encoded data value,

Data Section. A number of contiguous data fields.

Key Value. An unsigned integer constant specifing the encoding of a data
section.

Key Field. A nibble containing one key value.

Key Section, A number of contiguous key fields,

Frame. A key section and all of its corresponding data sections.

Block, A number of frames preceded by block header information and/or
followed by bltx:k trailer information,

In NSN compression, each time series is preprocessed and encoded into a number
of 2048-byte (211) records. Note that this implies that all data is demultiplexed.
Demultiplexing is required as it is the continuity of data from one source which makes
the first differencing preprocessing effective. All data values are presumed to be
representable as fixed point numbers (integers) for encoding purposes. The length of the
header is user definable, but must be constant once set, Six bytes of the header are
required by the algorithm for a 4-byte, 2's complement forward integration constant and a
2-byte, unsigned number of first differences encoded in the record (subsequently called
the record sample count). In the USNSN telemetry scheme, there is the 14-byte general
header, the 6-byte data header, the 6-byte compression header (for 26 bytes), and 10-
bytes reserved for the X,25 protocol, Therefore, there are 2012 bytes left for the
compressed data (including keys, block delimiters, and the trailer). The trailer is 5-bytes
long and includes a 1-byte, unsigned number of first differences encoded in the last frame

(hereafter called ,the last frame sample count) and a 4-byte, 2's complement reverseintegration constant. Note that the trailer appears only at the end of the last record of a
time series and is used only for backwards decompression in the case that the last record
has been corrupted. Excepting users defined information in the header, all information
stored by the compression algorithm is in the form of fixed point numbers. All data
values (integration constants and first differences) are represented in 2's complement
notation and all control information (sample counts, key values, and back pointers) are
unsigned.
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If the time series is denoted by A (0), A(1), A(2),..,, A (n) then )he preprocessed
c,an be denoted by A(0) plus B(i)=A(i).A(i.1), i=l, 2,.,., n, where A(0) is the first

integration constant and A(n) is the reverse integration constant. Only the B(i) are
encoded into the compression frames. If B(i), i=i, 2,..., m first differences will fit into the

record, then the record sample count (in the header) will be m. However, there will
actually be m+ 1 data values in the record as the first integration constant is an
independent datum. The forward integrauon constant in the _ond record will be A (m)

first differences m the second record will begin with B(m+ 1). Note that
integration constants after the first are redundant. They are provided topermit maximal

recovery should any portion of the compressed data be corrupted. They are also
as consistency, checks. Because the forward integration constant is redundant, the
sample count m the header of the second record is the actual number of data in thc
Succeeding records are encoded in the same way with the trailer (including the
integration constant) added to the end of the last record. USNSN time codes

attached to compression blocks reflect the fact that the first record of a compression set
return one more data value than subsequent packets. If it is necessary to begin

decompression with a packet other than the first one, the time code must be corrected by
one digitizing interval.

The compression algorithm encodes sequences of 4, 8, or 12 successive first
difference values into a data section comprised of consecutive data fields of the same

size and assigns the data section a a.bit key value. Nibble sizes of 4-bits, 6-bits, 8-
10-bits, 12-bits, 14-bits, 16-bits, 20-bits, 24-bits, 28-bits, and 32.bits are supported.
that data sections are an integral, but variable number of bytes long. The key

is made up of two keys and is thus 1-,byte long. A frame consists of one key
followed by the two corresponding data sections. A block consists of seven
followed by a 1-byte block trailer containing a back pointer. The back pointer is

unsigned integer specifing the number of bytes in the.bkx:k. The back pointer can be
decompress backward (from the reverse integrauon constant) and it provides a

consistency check when decompressing in the forward direction. All records except the
consist of a header section and as many bilks as will fit, The last bl_k may contain
than seven frames, but should contain as many frames as will fit in the record. All

including the last, must be completely filled with data values. The remainder of
record, following the last bl¢_:ktrailer, must be zero filled.

The key values and their meaning is as follows:
key value number of data nibble length data section

fields (in bits) length (in bytes)
0 4 4 2
1 8 4 4
2 12 4 6
3 4 6 3
4 8 6 6
5 4 8 4
6 8 8 8
7 4 10 5
8 8 10 10
9 4 12 6
10 4 14 7
11 4 16 8
!2 4 20 10
13 4 24 12
14 4 28 14
15 4 32 16
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As in all compression algorithms, enct_aing the last record poses special problems.
For all records except the last, the forward integration constant for the following record
rovides a reverse integration constant. Also, the sunl of the data field lengths (specified
y tile keys) and the record sample ccmnt (s_cified in the record header) are redundant.

This redundancy is needed for backward decompresston. It is possible because of the
zero fill at the end of the record and the fact timt the back pointers must b¢ non-zero
(thus, the last non-zero hyte of each mcortl, except the last, is the back pointer for the lust
blcx:k). Because, in general, the amcmnt of data in the time _ries will not fill the last
record, the time series must be,padded with zero first differences in order to fill the last
frame of the last block. Note that this may require the entire second data section of tile

last frame to be pudding, in forward decov_,pression, the record sample count in the
header will specify the true last point in the ori inal time series, For backward

tteccmlpression, a trailer is added to provide tht desired redundancy. The trailer consists
o/'a the l-byte last frame,sample ccmnt (the actual number of first differences, not
padding, enccnted in the last frame) and the reverse integration constant. The count is
placed imtnediately after the back pt_intcr for the last bl_,, and the reverse integratmn
constant is placed in the last four bytes of the record, The bytes between the count and
the reverse integration collslant nlUSl be 7ero filled.

N ) FI. ' When data compression packets are sent over the network, the reverse
integration constant is stored as the last four bytes of the packet, The receiving program

) ' ) _,' , ,nlust check fcr end-c f-file bit in the packet and if it is found true, move the last four
b3,'te.sof the packet to the end of the compressicm buffer and zero fill any bytes between
where the reverse integration constavlt was stc_reand where it is moved, Hence, if the
compression blc_:k length is 2()12 :,lllda packet received via the satellite system is marked !

with end-of.file and indicates the ccmlpression bkx:k portion of the packet (i,e, tile total
packet length less non.compression bicv,:koverhead)is 2(X)6bytes long, bytes 2_)3-2006
are copied to 2(X)9.2012 andbytes 2(g)3_.2(Xi8are zero filled. 'f'his is done so that packets
going through the satellite system dc_not need to send the needless zero filled bytes, l'his
is of course more impc;nant when the satellite packet is considerably shorter than a full
packet.

Compressing data using the NSN alg_rithn't is straightforward, Each record is
constructed in memory and then written out. The data is first differenced as ne'eded' and
is analysed in groups of four first differences t(_determine tile nibble size which may be
used. A four first difference lo_k ahead is nlaintained at all times to determine whether _t
longer run can be encc_ed (for small nibble sizes) and if the record is full. Each time
enough data is available, a frame is en¢_nled. Every seven frames, the back pointer is
computed and added. Detennining the forward integraticm constants after the first is a
little tricky due to the Ic×_kahead. Constructing the trailer is obvtous. Problems with
detern'tining when a record is full arc eliminated by the simplicity of the algorithm and
the !c×_kahead.

Forward decompression is also straightforward, Beginnin,g with the first forward
integration constant, frames are deccxted and the first differences integrated to recover tile
input data values, At the end of each block, the back pointer should be checked for

consistency. The number of first differences in tile record can be used to determine when
the last frame in the record has been prcx:essed. At the end of the record, the number of
samples and the forward integration constant at the beginning of the next record should
also be checked for consistency. In the last record, the number of first differences in the
record should be used to detennine both when the last frame has been reached and how

r _ ,many fi st differences tn the last frame are data and not padding, The number of samples
in the frame should be checked using the number of first differences in the last frame
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from the trailer and the_verse integration const_t should be check_ for consistency,
In fact, the presence of the number of fi_t differences in the last frame count (which must

be non-zero) is a flal_ for the last reco_ (and hence, the end of the time seriesL Note thatd_ompression may (x_ginfrom any record in the time wries if necessary.

be Backwards decompression is not quite as easy. in this case, decompression
gins from the end of a record, If this record is the last record, the integration constant

is available from the trader, The number'_f first differences m the last frame count can
be found by skipping over the _ro fill. The next byte backwa_s will be the last bh_'k
back pointer, The back _inter is used to compute the location of the startof the bl_k.
From this point all of the key fields in the blc_k may be Ic_ate_ and decoded (to give the

ocation of the next key field and the num_r of first differences in the frame), In thisway, the number of first differences in the blink can _ computed (using the actual
number of first differences in the last frame fr_;m the count). Note that the number of
frames can be determined from the back pointer posit_on. In fact, if the last frame

rocesses dt_s not end on the byte before the back pointer position, then the block isconsistent, Once the number of first differences is known, the data can be decc_ed anti
backwards integrated to recover the original data values. Successive blocks are decked
in the same way, but are somewhat easier as there will always be 7 frames in each blcx.'k
and the last frame count is not needed If they are available, the number of first
differences in the reco_ and the forward integration constant in the header can be

checked for consistency, If backwards decompression _gins in a _cord which is n(_tthe
last, the pr_edure is the same except that the fl_rward integration ccmstant in !he next
record must be used as the r_ve_e integration constant. Also, the last frame count will
not be available, but will n{_tbe neededas the last frame will be full of data.

Note that the consistency checks are available tc_determine whe_ the data may
have been corrupted, If such a place is fi_und, forward decompression cannot ccmtiI_ue
until the next header which is not corrupted is ft_utld, Some of the data between the next
header and the corrupted Iocatic,n can be recovered by backwards decompression. Care
must be exercised, however. As the backwards decompression uses the back pointers,
they are not available as consistency
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